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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this practicum was to develop an effective

teacher and administrator evaluation system fora small school

district in accordance with a State Mandate. .A narrative

evaluation form was developed for teachers while a management-

by- objectives plan was initiated at the administrative level.

The clinical supervision proCess was utilized as a means to

initiate improvement of instructional practices as separate

from evaluation. A pre-post supervision attitude opinionnaire

was devised and administered to indicate change in attitudes

toward supervision. The CIPP mode,-1, of evaluation served as

the format and general evaluation for this p acticum.
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INTRODUCTION

The problem was to develop an effective teacher and

administrator evaluation system for a rural community of

less than 10,000 population.

East Hampton, Connecticut, was a small summer resort

community located only 30 minutes from the downtown

metropolitan area of Hartford. It is the fastest growing

community in Middlesex County. Residents of the city of

Hartford are moving to the neighboring suburban communities

displacing these suburbanites who in turn are relocating in

towns such as East Hampton.

Different socio-economic neighborhoods are developing.

These residents vary from upper-middle class executive and

middle management types to the low income unskilled laborer.

At the onset of this practicum, the Board of Education

was comprised of members who were moderately progressive

toward the educational program as well ai the initiators

of a multimillion dollar school building program. The newly

elected Board of Education tends to be more conservative with

its emphasis upon basic educational skills. However, this

board continues to support the building program as evidenced

by a recent bond issue In favor of a high school addition:
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As a result of a mandate from the 1973 General Assembly

of the State of Connedticut, the Board of Education directed

the superintendent of schools to develop an evaluation device

that would not only meet the mandate but also satisfy the

Board's desire to implement their incentive pay plan.

The superintendent initiated the formation of an evaluation

committee which was comprised of teachers and administrators.

t This committee researched the literature on evaluation, solicited .

staff input, and developed an evjation tool supported by the

overwhelming majority of teachers in East Hampton. As a result',

the superintendent delegated' t'responsibility to the committee

to present it to he Board of Education for adoption. The Board

will react prior to the and of the '73-'74 school year.

After the Boattci of Education meeting on evaluadm, the

superintendent e basized his obligation to do all In his power

to help the teacher improve their instrudtion prior to the act

of evalt4ation.
`'\

't he Board directed th uperintendent to establish a

supervision model that wOul have the characteristics of

being non-threatening and devoid of evaluation. Although 4

many supervision models met\khesc criteria, none did as

thorough a Job as did clinical supervision.

(iv) in
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wo clinical supervison practitioners from West Hartford

deigned and conducted numerous activities for the orientation,

training and monitoring of a randomly selected group of 30

teachers from within the'scl\ool system. These teachers

were administered a pre-post opinionna'ire on attitudes toward

supervision to determine attitudinal change.

Concurrently, while developing a teacher evaluation

model, there had to be a method devised for evaluating the

administrative staff,. A consultant from'West Hartford pre-

sented a plan to the administrators for Management-By-Objectives.

A Management-By-Objectives system was developed that alldwed

administrators and department heads to state their annual

objectives. The evaluation of the administrators and department

heads by the superintendent would be based on the degree of

success attained. A time frame for the objectives for the school

year 1974-75 was initiated.

Due to the comple),(ity of this practicum, many decisioris

hid to be made. The Board of Education, as the decision-maker,

needed to act on the recommendations of the evaluation

committee regarding the evaluation device: The-superintendent,

also a decision-maker, needed to act upon the results of the

clinical supervision component of this practicum as well as a

(v)



ivlanagement-By-Objective format.

The highlights of the decisions are as follows:

a) a narrative evaluation tool waJccc pted by the super-

intendent as devised and presented-46 the Board of Eduation;

b) a modification of clinical supervision was alopted to

meet the needs of this small town; c) a Management-By-

Objective format as accepted as presented with its imple-

mentation starting immediately.

(vi)



CHAPTER I

THE COMMUNITY

Background of the Community

The population of the cbmmunity of East Hampton is

8,000'. It is a rural and agricultural town. There are no

large congested areas of housing classified as standard

or substandard, except for the Lake Pocotopaug area,

the town center and the Middle Haddam-Cobalt areas.

Past census data show the number of dwelling units

at 1,301 units in 1990; 1,729 in 1950; and 2,997 in 1967.,

This indicates that some 98% of the dwellings are less

than 27 years old.

The neighborhood analysis map (Page 11) shows the

general outlines in town areas outside of the lake cent

section. The map indicates neighborhoods with a heavy

broken line and the statistical districts which compose

them with a light broken line.

Neighborhood A comprises the sparsely populated

residential area north of the high density development

around Lake Pocotopaug. The Clark Hill, Black Ridge

and Cobalt sections of East Hampton are in- the northern



half of the western side of the town which is designated as

-Neighborhood B. The Lake Pocotopaug district was once a

seasonal community with easy access to the lake for summer

time activities.

The Town Center contained more year-round residential

structures and a few single-Nnily seasonal cottages. One of

the most sparsely settled areas of East Hampton is Neighborhood E,

composed mainly of steep hills and swamp -land which hinders

development on a large scale. It includes the neighborhoods of

the Flanders, Tartia and Salmon River. Commercially speaking,

this neighborhood depends on the Town...Center.

Neighborhood F comprises the southwestern center of the

town including Hog Hill and Haddam Neck areas with a portion

of the Middle Haddam settlement. A considerable amount of

construction has reCently4aken place in this area. This is due

to the sizeable amount' of land for building.

Lake Pocotopaug Is congested with many small summer

cottage facilities. These dwellings are slowly being changed

into year-round homes. Low income families are moving into

this community bringing along with them the attitu and values

generated by people of this income level. These gams tes are

faced with financial problems as we11 as presenting some new

1i



problems to the educational system. Congestion of these homes-

4
has caused serious defects in the sewage system designed to

accommodate a sparsely populated neighborhood. As a result,

the lake is becoming polluted.

Several of the large summer resorts have recen'tty been

emolished to allow space for the new large apartment con-

glomerations presently being constructed. these Facilities

will attract families with fewer childreci. due to the limited

number of rooms in the apartments. The Mid-State Regional

Planning Agency predicts that this lake area will quickly

emerge as a major apartment community whenever the sewage

and drainage systems are redesigned and rocoj$tructed.

The Central part of East Hampton is very congested with

many abandoned buildings in need of demolition. Lowerimiddle

income type families are living in this part of the community

and consequently outnumber the other residents. Historically
419

speaking this area of town is rich with tradition.

The professional people reside in homes in the Middle

Haddam district._ Many Wesleyan University faculty members

and e3cecutives of.the American Education Press reside In the

affluent portion of the Middle Haddam community.

The rural agricultural areas of East Harripton.are currently

4
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being',deVqloped by the h"ousing authority as residential area.

People with a wide income range are moving into this community

bringing with, them' different ideas, on haw an educational system

should operate.

New inhabitants have brought progressive educati nal

attitudes'with them as they arrive from the City of Hartford and

its surrounding communities. The educational objectives of

East Hampton are beginning to place more emphasis on the
r

individual needs o,f students. The population has been steadily
,

ising to such numbers that additional facilities had to be con-

strUcted to meet the current demands for space.

Demands, by the newcomers have made the superintendent
.

. 1

tschools 1pok for new methods 61 improving the learning

environikent for children. New emphasis for more accountability

has persuaded the school board to direct the superintendent to

secure new methods of improving the perfOrmance of teachers in

the classroom. With more adequate supervision throughout

the school system, the board felt that more relevant teaching

methods andtechniques would result. Students in the classrooms

will ultimately feceive better instruction and the educational

climate in each class will be more conducive for improved

student performance.

r



Not too tar away from this rural community are the cities

elf Hartford and West Hartford. The capitol of the state of

Connecticut, Hartford, is a densely populated community with

over 160,000 people. The educational system is confronted

with all the urban problems facing most metropolitan areas.

This school system has a population of 28,000 students whose

racial breakdown has radically changed within the past eight

to ten years.

West Hartford is an upper middle income community

currently called the "bedroom" suburba$ town,of Hartford. It

is one of the wealthiest towns in the state of Connecticut.

The educational system is a progressive one with many
t.

.1

innovative programs for improving the instructional programs

fdr its students. Both Hartford and West Hartford have built

several new educational facilities designed to better meet the

needs of the individual students in their systems.

Superintendent William Mullin of East Hampton was

directed by the Board of Education to seek methdds to improve

the instructional program,s and evaluate all staff members

employed by the system. The location of Hartford and West

Hartford aIong,with,its advancdd educational programming

encouraged/Mr. Mullin to approach administrators in these

-5-



two cities for assiStance in developing an improved super-

visory and evaluative system.

Recognized as the fastest growing community in

Middlesex County, the East Hampton Community lopment

Action Ilrogram stated that its major educational goal is to

maintain a continual research stvady to improve methods of

providing a dynamic educational system within the limits

of the town's resources.

Background on the Teaching Staff of East Hampton

There are five educational facilities in this fast-growing

rural community. Three' elementary schools, Middle Haddam,

Center and Memorial, house all the elementary grades K-6

in buildings considered to be standard or traditional structures.
Rs.

One newly-bkilt junior high school houses the superintendent's

office. This facility is equipped with modern materials

designed for junior high students.\'The East Hampton High

School will be expanded with more space for physical

education arid science. East Hampton is demonstrating to its

citizenry that the school system is making the necessary

preparations to meet the above stated goal recently established
AI%

by the CDAP planning agency.

There are one hundred twelve teachers employed by the

-6-



East Hampton Board of Education. Fifty of the staff have the

Bachelor's degree. Twenty-six of the staff have been teaching

for 15 years or more. Forty-two percent of the staff are over

30. years of age. Of the 112 teachers there are 51 males on

the roster most of whom are teaching on the junior and senior

high school levels.

A comprehensive survey of the-teaching staff was con-

ducted to obtain a complete picture of their background both

from the educational and sociological aspects. This study

should be done in any small community interested in develop-

ing a new evaluative technique for its educational system.

Compared with the socio-economic background of the com-

munity, cer ain problems or conflicts can be averted if there

- are stically opposing views from the community and the

staff of the school system.

n e aspect of the study of the staff centered upon the

teipcher7training institutions to examine where the teachers

of Easthampton were trained. Did',most of themireceive

their eduaation in the sta,te oronnecticut? Or, did they

ti,?4,migrate in the state from institutions in other states of
,the country. .

-7-



Twenty- ven percent of the primary Jteachers, attended

tral l onnecticut State College. Allotfier local state

co has contributed to the staff in Ea t Hampton;

Eas ern Connecticut State College in Willimantic has ten

gradates working in- the primary grades. Seventeen

()?\colleg

s are represented by teachers on this K-3 grade

level. ifty-two pericent of the primary teaching staff was

trained in colleges located in the state of Connecticut.

addition to the two institutions already mentioned,

St Joseph's College, the University of Connecticut,

Qui nipiac College , Southern Connecticut Sta to College

and e.Universy of Hartford are 'institutions that have

prepar d teacher to teach students who are in their for-

mative .tages of their educational careers. The other 48%

of the to cher tr i,ni g institutions for primary teachers in

East Hamp on are located in the New England States.

Teaches in the middle grades (4-6) come from twenty

colleges and niversities. Eight of these institutions are

located in the tate of Connecticut. Of the ot er twelve

colleges eleven are situated in New England and one is in

Pennsylvania. e elementary teachers in East Hampton

-8-
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are predominately locally trained professionals who have

graduated from"Connecticut schools which are considered

by many authorities in education to be amongst the better

teacher training institutions for the elementary grades.

Modern methods and current trends are being taught by these

local institutions to keep their graduates prepared to meet

the educational demands currently being made by com-

munities such as 'Cast Hampton.

The Junior high school teaching staff consists of

graduates from 14 post-secondary schools. Fifty-percent

of these teachers received their training in the state at

Connecticut State College in New Britain, Southern and

Eastern Connecticut Colleges and the University of

Connecticut. A few of the teachers at this level are from

colleges located in California and Ohio.

High school tethers 'in Cast Hampton have graduated

from thirty -five colleges located throughout the United States.

The University of Connecticut has more graduates teaching

in t is level than any of the other institution. This wide

distribution of colleges may have, to some degree, a signi-

ficant bearing on the attitude of the teachers towards a new

-9-
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method of evaluation or suv.rv1:; HI to -1,0 instituted dt- the

secondary 'school level.

Twenty teachers of special (1 rcas such as Art, Reading,

Music, Guidance, Learning Disabilities, Spanish and

Physical Education are graduates of eleven Connecticut

colleges. All of the Reading, Learning Disabilities and

Guidance people are from colleges in Connecticut. Ten

colleges across the United States have sent the other ten

teachers of special areas to the town of East Hampton.

There arc,ten administrators on staff. Five 'of these

educators received degrees from the Univeirsity of

Connecticut. The rapport among-the administrators is one

4
and educationally centered. The rapport

among teachers throughout the system is also positive

which results in cooperation with each other under most

circumstances.

In.summary, the community and the school staff have

the same objectives in mind, to upgrade the educational
4

system and to improve the educational climate in the

schools: This can be brought about by assisting teachers
B

to improve their classroom techniques along with the cooperative

support of the East Hampton community.

-10-
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CHAPTER II

EVALUATION Mdr?E-

The 1973 General Assembly of the State of Connecticut

amended Section 10-151 of the General Statutes to require

that each local superintendent of schools

shall annually evaluate or cause to be
evaluated each teacher and report the
results of such evaluation and make
recommendations to the town or regional
Board of Education. Such evaluation(
shall be based upon minimum performance
criteria established by the State Board of
Education and such additional performaakce
criteria as the local or regional Board of
Education may, by negotiation, establish.

47 he report.of the advisory committee to establish mini

performance criteria set down the following guidelines for the

development of an evaluation plan:

1. Each professiotal shall cooperatively determine
with the evaluator(s) the objectives upon which
his or her evaluation shall be based.

2. The evaluation programsis_
Tacarried out and eveied b

staff.

operatively planned,
all levels of the

3. The purposes of the evaluation grog am are clearly
stated in writing and are well known\to the
evaluators and those who are to be evaluated.

-12-



tl. The general responsibilities and specific tasks
of the teacher's position should be comprehen-
sively defined, and this definition should serve
as the frame of reference for evaluation.

5. The accountability relationship of each position
should be clearly determined. The teacher should
know and understrid the means by which he or she
will be evaluated in relation to that position.

6. Evaluations are more diagnostic thiirrludgmental.
The proceSs should help analyze the teaching and

4>

learning to plan how to improve.

Evaluation should take into account influences
on the learning environment such as material
and professional resources.

8. Self-evaluation is an essential aspect of the
program. Teadiers are given the opportunity to
evaluate themselves in positive and constructive
ways.

9. The self-image and self-respect of teachers shbuld
be maintained and enhanced. Positive self-concepts
can be fostered by an effective evaluation plan.

10. 'The nature of the evaluations is such that it
encourages teacher creativity and experimentation
in planning and guiding the teacher-learning
expeiences,provided children.

11. The program makes ample provision for clear,
personalized, constructive feedback.

The East Hampton SchoolAy,stem did not have an evaluation

instrument that met the minimum criteria as suggested by the

advisory committee. The instrument being used was developed

a numb a of years ago in a cooperative effort with the teaching

staff and adininistration.

-13-
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The method used was a i:lteiii. off list of ite:nis (Appendix A)

relating to various aspects of teacher performance. The

problems this method ,presented Wee numerous and complex.

The Board of Education in the community is very cogni-

zant of the need for evaluation of performance. During the

last negotia tions, the teaching staff reluctantly agreed to

an incentive pay plan. The numerous constraints on -the

isa3dget prevented the incentive plan from having any r41'

substance. An arbitrary figure of $5,000 was added to

the budget to cover incentive pay.

The administrative staff was then assigned the res-
%.

ponsibility of determining the members of the teaching

staff to be granted incentive pay.

.The administrators met to determine the course of -

action necessary to implement the desire of the East

Hampton Board of Education.

The following concerns eminated from several brain-
.

storming sessions:

1. East Hampton does not have an evaluation system
satisfying the State mandate.

2. The present model is unsatisfactory.

3. The Board of Education. has implemented an
incentive pay plan and this must be carried out.

2

-14-
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Many other facets cif ,va 1 u.tticin were cliscussecl, analyzed,

and defined during the sessions the administrative staff devoted

to the topic.

In order to determine deci alternatives, it was decided

to delineate, obtain, and rovide as much useful inforn\ation

as possible concerning the area f teacher evaluation.

This baseline data is sump arized as follows:

One of the factors tha determines the quality of

Of the educational program is thAquality of the classroom

instruction or the professional efficiency and skill'of the

teacher. Te4chniques for judging teaching skills have been

developed and tested through classroom observation and

the interaction between pupils and the teacher.

Teacher evaluation begins before the, teacher appears

onthe job because new teachers must be employed to

replace thbse who leave for various reasons. 'In fact,

the school administrators begins the process of teacher

evaluations with his recruitment procedures.

Assuming'thattheschool admini,strator has used

his best professional judgment in the selection of new

teachers, it is important that the process of evaluation
4

be continued for both the new and the old members of

-15-
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the staff. The evaluation of a teacher ilia process in

which Judgments are made regarding the teacher and

his work. Desirably, the evaluation of a teacher is

a cooperative and colgtinuinqprocess for the purpose

of improving the quality of instruction, a process

in which the teacher and others who work with him

in the evaluation review the teacher's general and

specific responsibkities, examine the conditions

under which the teacher is working, determine

whether the teacher is meeting the responsibilities

satisfactorily, and decide upon changes, if any,

that should be made in the responsibilities, the

conditions, or the teaching.

The evaluation of teachers is made more

imperative because of the State's tenure law. The

teaching profession has a right -to protect itself

from incompetent teachers on the one hand; on the

other hand, the individual teacher has the right to

know the basis on which an evaluation of his or her

work is made.

An evaluationcsinstrument should be prepared by

the 'school administrator which contains items

-16-
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mutually agreed upon by the dministration and the

teaching staff. T14-s becomes a written record of each

evaluation and should be made available to the teacher,

and agreed to by the teacher, before becoming a part

of the teacher's personnel file.

Teacher evaluation may he both formal and

informal.: Informal evaluation is a result of the

impression created by the teacher in the casual,

day-to-day relationships in anc(1rbout the school.

There am some teachers who, by the nature of their

pe.r3S ''`ality, arc lapders and who "carry the ball."

A. They may not be those who hold office in the teachers'

organization, nor always serve as chairmen of com-

mittees, although these are indications of the respect

in which they are held by their fellow teachers. Students

who may not be in their classes recognize and greet

thorn in the corridors. They are a part of the community

and accepted as such apart from any professional skills

they may po-ssess. Their opinions are respected by the

administration and the staff. They "get things, done."

Formal evaluatiOnls confined to classroom obser-

vation where the professional skill of the teacher is

-17-
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displayed through the classroom activities. Here an

assessment is made of teaching methods or techniques.

The development of the actual evaluation instrument

is left to the individual school administrator in coopera-

tion with theteachers. It may be all-inclusive or res-

tricted to a few major items. 'fit is all-inclusive,

individual classroom observations should be confined to

only a portion of the items with subSequent visits

devoted to any observation or evaluation of those items

not ,rioted in any prior visit.

Item that are included in the evaluation instrument

should be demonstrated and a means of improveme4t

should be established. In other words, the teacher

should have the opportunity to improve by knowin how

imprbVtment can be obtained.
I-

Teacher evaluatid, as determined by claSsroom

observatiOn, should be followed by a conference between

the _teacher a d the evaluator.
1.

The teacher should have the opportunity to express

his-own self-evaluation. From the exchange of evaluations

should come a course of action for improvement, if

necessary. The evaluation record should be acknowledged

-18-
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'by the' teacher, not necessarily as an agreement of the

evaluation, but, as an acknowledgment that the evaluation

has been made.

In evaluating teachers, the emphasis is on making

judgments in relationship to objectives--,--not on judging .

the personal worth of people.

Good evaluation Ls preceded

1. A determination of what is important 4criteria)

2. Measurement

3. Analysis

4. Interpretation

Formal evaluations should be analytic rather than

comparative, establishing whether the teacher reaches

various standards but avoiding attempts to compare the .

teacher with other teachers. The emphasis should be on

helping individuals*'improve their contributions to the

learning of school children rather than on taking, punitive

or motivation techniques.

- There is some evidence' that teachers welcome

evaluation if:

1. The major focus is on improving rather than
fault-finding;

-19-



2. The information produced is meaningful
to the teacher; and

3. The principal takes the necessary time
to collect information that is adequate
and to discuss it with the teacher.

This research implies the need to have agreement

on purpose, and this can occur only when purposes

and procedu es are specific.

Considerable resistance to discriminatory

evaluation of teachers exists in spite of the

advantage of such evaluation. ti

Changes in goals and procedures of evaluation

are resisted by various forces, and teachers'

organizations are one of the strong forces opposed to

discriminating evaluations or evaluations which

,expand beyond the single purpose of improving

instruction.

Removal of resistance to evaluation depends on

clear organizational goals, resources adequate for

training evaluators (and providing adequate time for

them to perform tasks required) and clarity of the

relTtionship of the organizational goals and the task

of the evaluator.

-20-
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The base line date was obtained by a careful analysis of

materials prOvided,by an ERIC search 040009, "Teacher

Evaluation-Theory, Goals and Instruments." This search was

conducted by the Area Cooperative Educational Services of

North Haven, Cowiecticut.

The base line data will serve as a basis for determining

objectives. But these objectives cannot be realized if the

community or the school personnel are unable to accept them.

In another section of this report amanalysis of the

communit presented. It is also interesting to note that

the community socio- nomic profile' seems to be changing.

In the 1960 census the community s one of the highest in

frequency of low-income families in the coun the 1970

census projects a turn in this area with a 25% drop in low-

income families. This is quite evident in the reflection of

community values.

The administrative staff next turned to the problem of

identifying objectives to meet the following goals:

1. The State mandate for an evaluation system.

2. To satisfy the Board of Education's desire for
accountability.

3. To dev'elop a model that will satisfy -both the
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teacher ,group and-the administrative group.

4. To determine the compatability, if any,
between evaluation ancLincentive pay.

It was determined that the following improvement oriented

objectives should be pursued in order to meet the needs that

have been identified.

1. To `determine the purposes of teacher evaluation
in the community of East Hampton, Connecticut.

2. To determine the possible problems that might
exist in implementing a teacher evaluation
model in East Hampton..

3. To determine what criteria should be used in
the development of an evaluation model.

4. To determine the methods to use to collect
information in order to implement evaluation.

5. To determine the measuring instruments to be
used in the evaluation model.

6. To determine the method to use for clear and
precise communication between the evaluator
and the evaluatee.

Input

Over two years ago the Board of Education had requested the

local teachers' organization to begin to design a more adequate

model of evaluation that would be accepted by the staff and the

administration. The teachers' organization gave only lip service

to this request. It therefore became the responsibility of the
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superintendent to implement procedures to design an evaluation

model that would .be acceptable to all partiend still be within

the minimum criteria as established by the State mandate.

It was of utmost importance that the selection of personnel

to serve on this committee be handled in a democratic fashion.

The administrative staff met and discussed possible ways of

selecting committee members:-) It was decided that a notice would

be sent to all staff members explaining the need for the establish-

ment of the committee and the purpose it was to serve and then ask

for volunteers. A faculty meeting would be held in each school to

explain the purpose and objectives of the committee.

rIt was hoped that et least two people would volunteer from

each school. This was accomplished quite readily.

The administrative staff selected two principals to serve on

the committee. The superintendetit also served as an ex-officio

member of the committee.

The first meeting of the committee selected a chairman and

a secretary. The discussion centered around the method to use

to accomplish the committee' s goals. The administrators on

the committee presented to the committee a summary of the

improvement oriented objectives that they had previously determined.
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The)tommittee as a whole .accoptod the objectives as the

Method of achieving the overall goals,

The objectives now having been identified, assessed

and accepted the committee turned to to problem of

deter ining procedural designs and strategies to accomplish

its p pose. The committee felt that they needed all

avail c research they could find to help them in their

ations. ERIC search #740009 was conducted especially

for the work of this committee. This search constitutes the

major search data used in the development of an evaluation

model r the East Hampton School System.

Th evaluation committee representatives would hold

meeting in their respective buildings and discuss with each

staff thr it thoughts concerning evaluation. Results of these

meeting would be reported back in order for the committee

to deter! ine a philosophy of teacher evaluation.

This philosophy would then be distribOted among the staff

for furthe refinement. The teacher representatives would be

given a g ide to use in their discussions with staff members.

The guide for the committee members cove Irtlie following

points:
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1. To improve teaching, including out-of-classroom

activities as well as classroom instruction. (This

purpose is not limited to teacher behavior but

implies any action taken to improve teaching

systems, the teaching environment, or teacher

behavior).

2. To reward superior performance.

3. To supply information for modification of assignments

(including placement in another position, reduction of

load, promotion to a leader ship position, or_termi-

nation of employrret).

4. To protect individuals or the school system in legal

matters (including both the protection of teachers

against a capricious new administrator and the

protection of the school district and children

against a harmful teacher).
r

5. To validate the selection process.

6. To provide a basis for career planning and indivi,-

dual growth and development of the teacher

(including professional degrees and inservice

training programs).
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In order to determine pbsible implementation problems a

subcommittee would be appointed consisting of representation

of the whole- committee and administrators tO...tirainstorm

possibleproblems. Surrounding communities would be

contacted and asked if problems of implementation of an

evaluation model could be identified.

In determining the criteria to be used in an evaluation

model the ERIC search would determine existing criteria

being used in other parts of the country. The Connecticut

Elementary Principals Association and the National Education

Association Research Departments would also be used.

The teacher representatives on the committee would meet

with the staff in their individual buildings to receive input.

The committee felt that involving teachers as well as other

members of the educational community in the development of

criteria might help establish more accurately defined criteria

and might improve the morale of the professional staff.

The staff meetings would try to answer the following

questions as determined by the committee:

1. Who would decide on the criteria and their importance?

2. What procedure would be used to acquire information
used in making this decision?

3. How would the data gathered be analyzed?
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The results were, two members from one primary school,

Process

The pro9eduraldesigns and strategies having been deterMined,

it is now necessary to provide data and feedback to monitor the

program. This data should be prov)ded on a continuous basis

and should be used to interpret the outcomes.

The first major problem was that of selecting committee

members. This was extremely important in order that prejudice

against the committee would not arise. There was already a

feeling/among a small but vociferous group of the teachers

that they would not approve any form of evaluation model.

The administrators spent considerable time during

the fall months discussing the best possible ways of making

thA committee be truly representative of the school system.

It was decided that each principal would call a

faculty meeting to discuss with the staff the state mandate

and the desire of the Board of Education to implenkent a

workable and compatible evaluation model for the 1974

school year. This meeting would also ask the teacher

to select ways of sta ffing the committee. The principals
D

left the room and the group then determined its representation.
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one member from a small primary school, three members from

the middle school, two members from the junior high school,

two members from the high school, one member. from the

special areas, an the chairman of the teacher negotiating

team. Two princip is were chosen by the administrative group

and the superintende t as an ex officio member.

The superintende 't called the first organizational meeting

and the group selected chairman and a recorder.

Almost immediately t became evident that procedural

\barriers were beginning td appear. The small opposition group

began to start the rumor th t the superintendent had hand

picked the committee and th chairman. Becoming aware of

this the committee was deter' fined to correct this misunder-

standing. Each member retur. ed to his individual school, met

with the staff, discussed the r mors and clarified misunder-

standings.

The committee accepted the objectives and strategies

as Iletermined by the administrat ye group during the input

stage. They could see no reason\ why this should present any

constraints on the workings of the committee. The procedural

designs seemed to be what the committee hoped to accomplish.
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A questionnaire was prepared and distributed to? the staff.

(Appendix A) The results were compiled by the representatives

and then by the committee as a whole. The results of the

questionnaire are as follows:

1. What is to bp evaluated? Teacher performance,
pupil performance, teacher learning, pupil
learning, teacher instruction, etc." -

R. Differ-61-ft people mentioned different things, with
a different emphasis. All factor6 should be taken
into consideration. Since each teacher is an
individual, with hiq'own personality and his own
methods 'he will be- stronger in some areas and
weaker in others.

2. Who and how many are to evaluate: principal,
department head, advisor, co-workers, student
polls?

R. Most said principal; other townspeople; other
teachers.

3. Should we evaluate a teacher's performance or
lesson content and delivery?

R. The teacher and the evaluator should work
together to strengthen the weak areas.

4. Should the teacher be viewed as a human being
or a "professional"?

R. The pat answer as a "human professional" or a
"human teacher".

What are we asking in this question?

A teacher is a professional, but as a person he
does have faults and weaknesses. However, as
a teacher he should try to correct them.
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5.., What purpose should the evalliation serve?,

R. Consensus was that evaluation should be a
means of helping a teacher become a better
teacher through constructive, positive
criticism.. 4

It was decided that the present evaluation checkoff list

did not meet the requirements as determined by the staff.

Thlecision was made to puttaide the model and begin work

mediately on the development of a more suitable model.

A considera4e period of time was set aside by the

committee for the representatives to explore with the various

faculties their feelings and concepts as to the purposes of

teacher evaluation.

The consensus of the entire staff centered around the

following propositions:

There is a general agreement among educators that the

1, s.

most important purpose of evaluating teaching is the improvement

of instruction?

However, the staff was riot willing to accept this defiliatibn

without certain stipulations: e.g. supervision can provide feedback

regarding behavior to teachers; physical environment and mpterials

can be modified; self-evaluation can be used to improve diagnos

skills of teachers , or information can be gathered by other

teachers and discussed with the teacher. 3
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The committee did agree that usually, when a teacher views

evaluation as a means to improve his instruction, he accepts it

asiapart of the teaching assignment.

The teachers in the East Hampton Schools are rather con-
,corned about the incentive giay plan. They feel it was imposed

upon them. As a result, considerable debate occurred \5s to the

purpose of evaluating teachers and rewarding superior performance.

This feeling was so strong that a great deal of effort went into

the exploring of research in this area.

The teachers recognize the fact that people outside of school

are asking why teachers should not be paid according to the

excellence of this performance, e.g. how will pupils learn.4,

However, this use of teacher evaluation tends to meet with

considerable opposition from teachers. These increasing

pressures from the school board and certain aspects of the
r

community for rewarding superior performance seem to be in

direct conflict with many of the teachers in East Hampton.

The teachers 'stated that the major objection toward this
p.

proposal was due to the subjective nature of the evaluation.

They sugg st the use of objectively obtained measurements of

specific behav r which have been related by research to the
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accomplishment's of specific pupil outcomes._ The teachers

also stated emphatically that they resent, being classified

into general categories of excellence, since excellence is

specific to a situation as well as a person.

The committee wished to go on record as stating that their

feelings concerning incentive pay could be summed up with the
zfollowing conclusion: better staff morale and better instructional

program will result from adequate and creative supervision

and orderly dismissal procedures for incompetent teachers.

The evaluation committee concluded their work on this

phase by adopting the following resolution:

The purpose of evaluation is to promote improved performanc

Evaluation is a means for the attainment of this goal, and an

end in :itself. The focus of evaluation should be on the ides,

fication of aspects of 'day-to-day performance that ca nd

should be linprovecl. ,To do this most effectively:

1. Responsibility and standards must be clarified.

2 2. Specific performance objectives must be identified
's and selected.

3. Activities must be designed to achieve the objectives.

4. Assessment must be made to estimate accomplishment.

5., There must be communication to determine current
status and future plans.
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One of the most important elements in the evaluation systein

is that-of self-evaluation. Every effort has been made to-insure
4fR

that evaluation is a process done with teachers. It is a coopera-

tive undertaking and it is carried on with mutual respect. 'It,

must be carried on in a professional atmosphere between the

individuals involved.

A subcommittee was appointed to try to anticipate the

possible problems that might present themselves in an attempt

to implement a teacher evaluation model. The committee con-

sisted of two teachers, two.principals, and the superintendent.

Discussion began concerning the human relations aspect

when one person evaluates another. When evaluation pro-
;

cedures include placing people in categories, e.g. "good" or

"average," an emotional response is quite likely to be pre-

cipitated on the part of some teachers. It ,was determined that

it might be necessary to provide psychological support for some

teachers being evaluated.

The subcommittee raised two questions:

1. Would there be a reduction of creativity?

There is a 'tendency for the teacher to be shaped by a

rating scale regardless of whether or not the scale validly
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measures good teaching. He may conform even though the

measurement does not include necessarYbehavior or includes

.beilavior not pertinent to the work. Link5 states that especially

under situations of merit pay, "a rating scale becomes a shaping

device no matter how supportive the supervisor, the principal,

or the system."

2. How often should a teacher be evaluated 7

Another problem of teacher evaluation is the feasibility,of

evaluating all teachers annually. East Hampton, as with most

small districts, does not have sufficient number of administrative

and supervisory staff to do an adequate job of evaluating.

The purpose for evaluation has been stated by the teachers

as one to improve teacher instruction. Therefore, it is necessary

to have continuous evaluation of every teacher. This necessitates

a supervisory staff effective enough to handle the supervisory load.

The committee now turned their efforts towards development of

criteria for teacher evaluation.

The ERIC search material was carefully analyzed and discussed .

Much of the material did not fit tho'bj tives. of the committee and

therefore was not used.

One administrator contacted the Connecticut Elementary

Principals Association for their research efforts in the State on
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Connecticut. This proved practically worthless. The organiza-

tion is not equipped to handle research gathering materials at

this tiMe.

The National Educational Association presented,varying forms

of philosophy but not much more data than the committee already

possessed.

Different members of the committee were assigned,the task

of personally visiting surrounding communities and discussing

with teachers and/or administrators their feelings concerning

evaluation and incentive pay. The results from this ^survey

indicated that (1) there was overwhelming agreement on the

individual philosophies from each school, and (2) that the

evaluation of a teacher should be a result of all efforts to provide

help in making the individual abetter teacher. There was con-

siderable skepticism that incentive pay will do very much to

improve teacher effectiveness.

The committee then decided to prepare an agenda for each

representative to take back to his respective schools to obtain

the feelings of the staff as to the criteria that would best suit

the needs of the East Hampton Staff. Three questions, were to

be discussed by the staff.

A
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1. Who will decide on the criteria and their importance?

The committee reported that it was quite evident that

the staff was very concerned as to tht" criteria to be used for

evaluation. The major topic of discussion dealt/with the assumption

that any criteria based solely or mainly on an individual's intuitive

judgment are, built on the weakest of foundations.' The committee

pointed to research done by Ryans 6 which indicates that criteria

decisions would be improved if based on the pooled judgments of

experts. Ryans points out that the group of experts (jury or authorities)

may consist of:

a. The totality of the known group of authorities or

experts (e.g. all of the principals and supervisors

in the school district, 1 members of.a teachers'

professional organization, all college teachers of a

specified subject matter, etc.). Of course, such a

procedure usually is not feasible unless the totality

of experts is relatively small.

b. The random sample from the roster or membership

list of a known group of authorities.

c. A purposive sample drawn from the totality of

authorities as defined.
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d. A sample of individuals who have been specifically

trained to make authoritative judgments regarding

the criteria (e.g. , job analysts, trained observers,

etc.).

In education, method c probably is most often employed;

however, Ryans suggests that it is the weakest of the four. He also

warns that methods a, b, and d do "not necessarily insure valid

.criterion description, but they represent distinct improvements:'

Following Ryans theory the committee concluded that for the'

East Hampton School system the criteria determination should be

made by a combination of teachers, principals, supervisors; and

possibly students. There was a reluctance to include parents.

2. What procedure mill be used to acquire information

used in making this decision?
7

Again the committee .turned to research by Ryans.

They printed Ryans-si*ssible techniques, discussed each with

staff members and asked them to rate them, either very worthwhile.,

worthwhile, or not worthwhile.

Ryan's six techniques and the _results aro as follows:

a. Free response--statements of what is important and

tho degree of importance, based upon the general

impressions held by various members of the educational

community.

Result - Worthwhile
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b. Checklist response--individuals indicate what is

important and the degree of importance on a previously

compiled 40, of desired behaviors and outcomes.

Result Not worthwhile

c. Position analysis--detailed systematic description

of what'is important for success and the degree of

importance by individuals trained in carrying out such

an analysis.

Result Worthwhil$

d. Critical incidents description--detailed descriptions of

actual incidents and behaviors that have been observed

by experts to be "critical" in learner growth and

development. (Note: This technique primarily deals

with teacher behavior as opposed to learner outcomes).

Result Worthwhile

e. Time sampling--detailed tabulation of teacher behaviors

based upon systematic observation and recording, with

special attention to the conduct of observation during

representative samples in time.

Result Very worthwhile

f. Psychophysical methods--members of the Jury determine what

is important and the degree of importance using such methods
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as ranking, paired comparisons, etc.

Results Worthwhile-.

One of the committee members had taken some graduate work in

Flanders' Interaction Analysis and the Superintendent had been involved

in a workshop designed around the work of Byers from the University of

Connecticut. These two committee members were asked to pool their

experiences and present to the come a summary of what might be

considered desirable teacher behavior.

It was pointed out pat teacher behavior beneficial for one group

of children might not produce the same results with another. There

are, however, some teacher behaviors that have precipitated desirable

. --pupil outcomes in a variety of situations.

.Students seem to profit from a teacher who:

a. Accepts and uses ideas and opinions of pupils.

b. Is flexible and adjusts behavior and strategies

to situations and students.

c. Views teaching as a complex task which requires

goal setting individual student assessment, and

decision making in terms of immediate and long-range

problems.

d. Provides students with a framework within which to
B

interpret information.
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Methods to be used to collect information:
0

The administrators presented to the committee the existing

administrative regulations (Appendix A) concerning class observations

and the collection of information that will be used in the determination

of an evaluation. Copies were given to X611 committee members for them

to study and make suggestions for any possible change. It was the

opinion ofthe committee that the present administrative regulations

were fair and complete. The committee then recommended to maintain

the present system of gathering data in order to determine an evaluation

of a teacher.

The committee was now several weeks behind schedule. This

was due to the cancellation of some meetings; a severe ice storm and

bad weather, vacation that closed school, for one month, and the

fact that the building meetings took longer to conduct that originally

planned.

The goal to present the findings to the Board of Education was

delayed from March to May. During April, the committee chairman

felt he could no longer assume the responsibility of chairman. This

delay in reorganizing was also costly time-wise.,

The committee was reorganized and set for its immediate goal

that of examining as many models of measuring instruments as they
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could possibly attain. The ERIC search 9 proved indispensible in

this regard. The committee had available to it samples of measuring

instruments that were in use nationwide.

Some of the committee members visited nearby school systems

and examined their devices.

The time seemed to have arrived that the committee would

organize all of its data and begin to construct an evaluation

instrument that would serve the needs of East Hampton.

Caution was expressed by one committee member in the

selection of an instrument. He cited the research done by Lyons 10

that there are four practical considerations or restraints in making

appropriate decisions regarding the kinds of measures to use or develop:

1. post Factor -- Priorities must be determined for the kinds

of data nee'd'ed and decisions made to allocate money

among these priorities.

2. Time Factor--Some measures take a great deal of time

to use and to develop properly; and if not enough lead

time is available, the use of such instruments will not

be feasible.

3. Sotirce Factor--It does no good to decide on a particular

instrument that would do the job, allocate appropriate
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resources, and then find out itis not possible

to collect the data because o data source is

available.

4. "Taboo" Factor--An otherwise ,satisfactory instrument

can meet with resistance if it gonflicts with local

traditions or customs.

Product

The committee became aware of the startling fact that they were

very much behind the time plan originally set arid they must decide

whether to continue, terminate, modify, or recycle the project. The

strategy was to reassemble the material available, assess its worth,

devise an evaluation instrument, set guidelines for its implementation

and prepare an interim r ort for the Board of Education for late in May.

As a 'result of the fo egoitig, the completed gu,idelines and

accompanying evaluation tool followi.

Guidelines for Evaluation

These guidelines are basod on the philosophy that the primary

goal of teacher evaluation is to help the teacher to improve his level

of performance in the classroom. It is not a punitive procedure. It

is to be done with and for the teacher rather than to the teacher.
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Because of this primary goal, Sections 1 and 2 will consitute

the major portion of the total-teacher evaluation. Sections 3 and 4

are available for comment but should be considered secondary.

1. Teaching Ability

Knowledge of subject.matter

Preparation for class less'ons

Stimulates and maintains interest

Makes clear and precise explanations (clarifies by

examples and illustrations)

-Evaluates pupil growth (bothsubjectively and objectively)

Promotes good study habits

Utilizes a variety of materials and techniques

Systematic and orderly progressIbn

Individualized program of continuous learning is being

carried out with students of all academic levels

2. Classroom Management (pLipil-teacher relationships)

Alert to physical and emotional needs of children

Discipline

Rapport with all types of students

Shows patience, tolerance, and kindness in dealing with class

Students engage in meaningful activities
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Students understand what is expected of them

Students able to work independently of the teacher, either

by themsel/es or with other students

-1,Teacher prepared to meet the demands of the class

Students appear eager and interested

Students cooperate in the management of the classroom

Teacher is fair and impartial

3. Contribution of Teacher to Total Program

Participation of inservice and other types of inhouse

programs, such as curriculum development committees, etc.

Willingly accepts prorFssional responsibilities for all

sch-Ciol activities

Has a positive professional attitude toward operational

procedures

Willingly takes on extra responsibilities

Coopera tes with supervision

4. Professional Qualities

Rapport with all types of students

Attitude

Ethics

Humor

Tact
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Enthusiasm

Self-Control

Ability to assu responsibility and willingness to do so

The evaluator will use the fol instrumeAt to carry out the

evaluation:

qqr
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Teacher

School

1. Teaching Ability

Teacher Evaluation

East Hampton Public Schools

Date

Area

2. 35tlAssroom Management (Pupil-Teacher Relationship)

3. Contribution of Teacher to Total Program

4. Professional Qualities

Summation:

Teacher Comments:

I have read the above evaluationiteport on (date)

Signed (teaOher)

I have reviewed the above evaluation report with

on (date)

(teacher)

Signed (principal)

r
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The committee is also trying to determine if the objectives of the

project were met. A review of the originaLgoals seemed to be in

order to make this determination.

I. To determine the purposes of teacher evaluation in East

Hampton:

The committee ieels they have made a fair determination of the

purpose of evaluatiorr: They however feel that a great deal of work is

left to to be done to convince the Board of Education that they do not

view evalualon and incentive pay in a similar way.

2. To determine the possible problems, that might exist in

imRlerhenting a teacher evaluation model in East Hampton.

The committee feels they have accomplished this objective. The

several meetings with staff brought out many serious problems. The

committee members felt that they handled theSe problems and have

them under control.

3. To determine the criteria that is to be used in the evaluation

model.

This has been temporarily, accomplished.- The present guidelines

for observation are considered adequate and fair. he staff agrees to

the necessity of an evaluation model and the committee feels this

objective has been achieved.
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4. To determine Ow nietliod:; ti:;e(1 Lo collect information in

order to implement evaluation.

There was no argument as to the present method being used to

accomplish this objective.- The committee endorsed the method pre-

sently being used and emphasized itsairness and 9bjectivity. The

administrators o e committeC felt that they had set too ambitious

goals for themselves and hope to revise this aspect.

5. To determine the measuring instruments to be used in

the, evaluation model:

The committee was not completely satisfied with the obtaining

of this objective. An instrument was devised but it by no means is

the final one.. The committee will point out to the Board that this

particular instrument needs to have a trial period and that it too will

undergo evaluation after a yew's use.

To determine the method to use for clear and precise

commun on between the evaluator and the evaluatee:

This particular objective is by no means accomplished. The

committee is suggesting that another year's work be assigned to this

area.

It was determined,that this objective could best be accomplished

by -the mutual setting'of goals and objectives between the evaluator

1.4

t,
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and the evaluatee. The committee formulated the following theory

to be considered for study and possible implementvation.in the near

future.

Evaluation, through the identication and implementation of

goals can be an effective, meaningful process if used properly.

The purpose of setting goals is to improve teaching performance.

As such, there are many positive elements to be considered:

a. Goals focus attention on specific areas in need

of improvement .

b. Goals are set and defined by teacher and evaluator in

accordance with the role of the individual' teacher.

c. Goals can be reformulated for the next school year.

Evaluator and teacher share in any success or failure.

e. Goals do not comprise the entire evaluative process.

In summary, "Goal setting" can be a valuable tool for the

improvement of teaching performance. Care should be taken to make

the process a shared one with open comthunication and, most important,

shared responsibility for results.

In the section of this practicum dealing with supervision, the nerd

for foal and objective setting is discussed. Through familiarity with this

rpocess, the committee hopes to continue its work towards an effective

and accepted method of evaluation.
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CHAPTER III

Supervision

Context

Prior to establishing objectives, the practicum group needed

to deter-Mine what the community and teacher values are concerning

Csupervision. The community values are important intilat)the citizen

. finance the school system, have children attending the public schools,

and consequently are very much concerned with the effects of super-

vision on teaching behavior. Teacher values concerning supervision

are extremely important in that these values must first be identified

before prescriptive remedies to overcome attitudinal stigmas plaCed

upon supervision can be achieved.

Since the board of education is the elected ocal agent of the

community, it is necessary to determine what values the board members

have toward supervision. During the February, 1973 meeting on evaluation,

'the Superintendent presented that the purpose of supervislorts the improve-

ment of instruction through help to the teacher. Initially, the board was

preoccupied with evaluation and accountability, and wanted to know how

supervision could be used to evaluate teachers.

This concern with evaluation was due in part to the newly

instituted merit plan for teachers. The Superintendent stressed and

IOW
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explained' the difference between evaluation and supervision, and

emphasized the school system's Obligation to help the teacher

improve his instruction in every way possible prior to the act of

evaluating him. In his delivery to the Board the Superintendent stated

"Help should come from a supervisory model devoid of evaluation."
Ar

After much discussion, the board accepted the superintendent's

thesis, and commissioned him to establish a formalized supervision model

(devoid of evaluation) for East Hampton. After some probing ,by the

superintendent, each board member candidly exposed his own personal

values on supervision. Several board members felt that the current

supervisory practice in East Hampton had little effect upon the teacher's

behavior and ultimately upon the students. They felt a lack of con-

sistency concerning administratbr's practices of supeivistbn, and a general

lack of administrative thoroughness concerning visits into the classroom

employing the established guidelines,(presand post conferenCes).

Admittedly, they associated supervision with evaluation, ut came

away from the meeting with a good understanding of each. mint

with the board's directive, one hoard member, (a principal in a neighboring

town) suggested investigating Clinical Supervision as a possible model

for East Hampton.
1,2

Although the research indicates that teachers generally feel that

their experiences with supervision are anything but productive, it was
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necessary to determine what the values and attitudes' of the teachers

. in East Hampton were. In order to obtain this needed information, a

pre and post opinionnaire will be devised and administered to teachers

(Appendix B). The purpose of the opinionnaire is twofold. First, it

will reveal the attitudes of teachers in East Hampton toward super-

vision at the time of testing. Second, the post opinionnaire (same

-questions) will serve as a measuring stick in terms of changing

attitudes toward supervision after the treatment of a supervision model.

The East Hampton School System consists of one high school,

one junior high school, one middle school, and two primary schools.

The system has a total of 112 teachers. In order to ultimately

affect all teachers in all schools, with a uniform supervisory model,

it was necessary to select a number of teachers from each of the

five schools. Due to the restriction on professional days, and the

amount of time the practi m team members could spend in East Hampton,

it was decided to select approximately one-third of the teachers from

each school to participate in the treatment group. Randomly selected

(from the total staff) were 30 teachers. Early in September 1973 the

pre-opinionnaire was administered. Following this the teachers will

be exposed to a supervision model. When the project ends, at the end

of-March 1974, the post- opinionnaire will be administered. What is
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needed at this point is a bhef analysis of teacher attitudes (as a

result of the pre- opinionnaire) to justify whether or not a change

or a supplement to the current supervisorY. model (Appendix A) in

East Hampton is necessary.

The opinionnaire consisted of thirty statements categorized

into four subgroups as follows:

1. personal experiences with supervision

2. general teacher preceptions and attitudes about

supervision

3. evaluation and supervision relationships; and

4. the role of the supervisor

Each statement could be responded to/ as strongly agreeing,

agreeing, disagreeing, strongly disagreeing, or of no opinion.

Responses were analyzed based upon a simple per cent of the total

responses for each item.

After analyzing the pre-opinionnaire, an obvious conclusion

was drawn. Teacher's responses were inconsistent with one another.

That is, teachers responded to similar questions inconsistently.

For example, when it came to the question of whether or not the

supervision process was of any value, fifty-four percent of the

teachers felt that either the process was of no value to them, or

they had no opihion. The majority of the teachers did not have a
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positive attitude about being supervised. However, when it came

to the question, "my experience indicates that supervision is a

waste of time," seventy-four percent of the teachers disagreed,

while ten percent had no opinion. Here, the overwhelming majority

of the teachers felt the supervision process was a constructive use

of time. These two responses seem to contradict each other.

In another. question, "the real purpose of supervision is to

improve the instruction in the classroom," ninety percent agreed.

This response would tend to indicate that the teachers completely

understood the function of supervision as opposed to evaluation.

However, in the question, "Formal evaluation is separate and

distinct from supervision," the responses were split. Forty-six

percent of tkie teachers agreed, while fifty-one percent disagreed.

A naturaLconcluiOn one could draw from these responses is that a .

large majority of teachers confused or associated the process of

evaluation with supervision.

Another question stated "the role of the supervisor is to

analyze specific teacher performances and strive to improve teacher

weaknesses" an overwhelming eighty-eight percent of the teachers

agreed. There seemed-t,to be obvious agreement and understanding

Of the supervisor's role. However, in the statement, "the role of
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a supervisor should be clarified," ninety-two percent agreed

One can conclude here that the vast_majority of the teachers

are unclear as to the role of the supervisor. This was another

obvious contradiction.

As a result of the pre-opinionnaire, two needs can be

identified. First, there is a great need to clarify supervision

and its related functions, A well as evaluation and its functions.

Second, as a result of the confusion and contradictions, there

seem sufficient areas that can stand improvement. This improvement

process can be achieved via a formalized supervision model that

is non-threatening, that is devoid of evaluation, and one that

affords the teachers an opportunity to supervise themselves:

Once the need to change or supplement thej current practice
0

was established a search was conducted for a /supervision model

that would best meet the needs of the teachers in East Hampton.

Following the board member's lead,. the practicum group investigated

Clinical Supervision as well as other effective models. It was found

that although some supervision models met some of the needs, none

did as thorough and complete a Job as did clinical supervision.

An ERIC search by Area Cooperative Educational Services of North

Haven; Connecticut was conducted. Also, Dr. Morris Cogan was
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interviewed. A recent unpublished research paper concerning

school systems that practice Clinical Supervision was secured
3

and reviewed. All of these sources revealed that West Hartford,

Connecticut is the only school system in the country that is

uniformly practicing clinical supervision in all Its schools.

There was no need to further investigate the West Hartford model

due to the fact that two members of this practicum are supervisors

in West Hartford, and have used clinical supervision a,s their

only means of supervising teachers for over five years.

In addition to East Hampton and West Hartford, supervisory

practices were investigated in the Hartford and Farmington Public

Schools. In Hartford, a supervisor would come into a classroom cold,

and unannounced. He would sit down in the back of the room and

begin writing. He would go back to his office and translate his

findings onto a qii,ngle evaluation form. He would then meet with

the teacher and tell him how he could improve, and what he was

doing well. If the teacher agreed with the supervision report, he

would sign one copy (that went4nto his permanent file) and would

keep one copy for his records. While part of the Farnington

schools used this supervisory model, other schools employed

clinical supervision. The stimulus for this research was the

..#
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thought that teachers should be exposed to a variety of supervisory

practices in order to make intelligent decisions as to which,one
Jr.

beret fit his or her own school situation. If representatives

from each school in East Hampton (also part of the treatment group

randomly selected) could visit and participate in supervision

models in West Hartford, Hartford, and Farmington, they could

compare the strengths and weaknesses of each model, and favor

parts of many or one model for their own situation. Although there

is no plan to formalize a discussion, it is hoped thatl\thoge-teachers

who visit the other school systems would discuss what they say

with members of the treatment group within their own schools.

These subsequent discussions would involve teachers in positive

role playing, and would involve those teachers of the treatment group

who were unable to visit the other systems due to the time and cost

factors.

,Clinical supervision as envisioned by Dr. Morris Cogan, and

practiced by West Hartford consists of numerous stages which

constitute a complete cycle. The process can be performed by a

teacher and another individual, or a teacher and a team of individuals.

The phases include: establishing the teacher-supervisor relationship,

plannitig with the teacher, pre observation session, classroom
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observation, strategy session, analysis session, post-analysis,

and renewed planning. A complete -cycle usually encompasses

parts of two full days. In the case of teams, individual teachers

need to be freed from certain cldsSes in order to participate in

different phases of the cycle. This means that a number of classes

need to be covered. This coverage can be accomplished in-

numerous ways: teachers can give of their "free" time to cover

for other teachers, substitutes could be hired to teach these classes,

or parent volunteers could cover the classes. This classroom coverage

can easily represent a budgetary consideration, as well as negative
7.1

reaFtions from parents. In addition, there may be nominal costs as

a result of clerical help, printing, and purchasing of referencetexts.

However, on the positive side, clinical supervision can help teachers

improve their classroom instruction by creating a non-threatening

atmosphere, dealing with teachers AS equals", helpi teacher

synchronize his inward intents with this outwarddperformance, helping

the teacher solve whatever classroom proble'rns he wants to solve, and

ultimately really changing the teacherig classroom behavior in a positive

way.

During the analysis sessiOn of clinical supervisibn,. the analyst

is working closely With the teacher in the area of behavior modification.
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This is a serious and impOrtant stage, and should not be considered

amateur psychology. In addition, it'is a very mentally taxing process

on the analyst. He has a set of strategfes that have been agreed to

(if a team was involved), yet he must not be tied to his data but

must be able to flow-with the conversation.- He needs to lay out

patterns in a non-threatening way, ant must bridge the gap between

patterns. He must listen carefully to the teacher's reactions, but

must at the same time think of new strategies "on the spot" to

further discover strengths_and weaknessestiz,t may lie under the

surface. The pciint is, that not everyone can successfully be the

analyst, and a device should be developed to predict the success a

person could have as an analyst( After some research, Welters

system called MOSAICS was discovered. -Utilizing the analyst's

psclagogi,c41mples,-, MOSAICS can analyze his effectiveness and

offer suggestions for improvement.

A comprehensive observational instrument that focuses on the

Objectives and practices of clinical supervision called MOSAICS

-(Multi;-demensional Observational System for the Analysis of

Interactions in Clinical Supervision.) This instrument was developed

primarily for student teachers, but it is applicable to individual or "!

groups of teachers of, different grade levels, subject areas and

teaching situations.



Audio tapes are analyzed for pedagogical moves

relating to conference management. There are five

"pedagogical moves" made during a conference between

the two participants. They are: Structuring-STR,

Soliciting-SOL , Responding -RES , Reacting-REA and

SummarizingLSUM. These moves were recorded on a

form that portrays the patterns of these ''moves."

The practicum group is now able to operationally

state objectives for the supervision section. These

are: to adopt clinical supervision as a model of

supervision to be employed and incorporated into the

East Hampton Public Schools; to develop and utilize

Weller's MOSAICS to predict the success an individual

may havp as the analyst in a cycle, as well as providing

feedback for the improvement of the analyst's skills;

and to determine teacher attitudes toward supervision
4

before and after exp,osure to clinical supervision.

Input

Now that the baseline data has been collected, it is now

necessary to determine how the existing staff and facilities can
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best be used to implement clinical supervision into the ast

Hampton Public Schools.

Although some of the staff members and administrative

personnel m'hy have heard of or have had some understanding of

clinical supervision, none of them have practiced clinical supervision
e ,

to the point where they,could provide the expertise or leadership

necessary to initiate and implement thiS model into East Hampton.

Consequently, East Hampton needed to go to West Hartford' for
- ,

this leadership. As mentioned previously, two rhemberS of this

racticum are supervisors in the West Hartford Public Schools,

and have practiced clinical supervision on almost a daily basis for

five years. Through correspondence between the superintendent

of East Ha-mpton and West Hartford, these two supervisors were

allowed five full professional days apiece to spend in East Hampton.,

These supervisors would use these days to train teachers Sand

administrators in the use of clinical supervision. In between visits,

teachers and admirkistra tors in EaSt Hampton would practice their

newly acquired skills in clinical supervision, and work out possible

problems unique to. their own situations.

Since clinical supervision is mainly involved in in-class

observations, all that is needed in terms of facilities are existing
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classrooms, and a small conference room or vacant classroom for

a pre-observation, strategy, analysis, and post-analysis

sessions. The pre-observation session can take place before

school begins (usually takes about 15-20 minutes), consequently,

if the facilities were tightly scheduled, there would be no conflict.

The strategy session follows the classroom observation. This

session usually requires 45 minutes to orie hour, and should be

conducted in a quiet room example, a vacant office, teacher's

lounge, teacher's cafeteria (if conducted during off cafeteria

time), etc. The analysis and post analysis are the culminating

sessions in the cycle, and usually encompass an hour or so.

Again, all that isrequired is a quiet room somewhere in the

building. If need be, these last two sessions can be conducted

after school.

The collection of data during the classroom observation can

be, accomplished with paper and pencil, a tape recorder, or a

video-tape recorder. East Hampton has an ample supply of material.

However, the town owns only one video-tape recorder. Video-taping

is especially helpful in the elementary schools, where it is some-

times difficult to free a team to observe the lesson. The absence

of additional video-recorders mpy prove to be a constraint.
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What is now needed is a design of how to accomplish each

of the stated objectives, and an assessment of the feasibility

of each of the designs. The first objective is to adopt clinical

supervision as the model of supervision to be employed and

incorporated into the East Hampton Public Schools. A literature

review coupled with a total of ten years of practical experience

with clinical supervision (the two supervisors in West Hartford),

should provide a thorough basis from which to proceed.- It is

necessary to communicate these knowledges and skills to the
.

teachers and administrators in East Hampton. This would be

accomplished in a number of steps. First, orientation workshops

should be conducted in East Harrrpton. Workshops should be

conducted for elementary teachers randomly selected on one

given day, for the secondary teachers randomly selected on

another day, and finally for all the prinCipals on a third day.

The elementary and secondary groups should be divided since they

have different types of problems to contend with. Since every

effort should be made to divorce supervision from evaluation the

principals should have their own workshop session, and not

participate with their teachers. The purpose of the orientation

workshops are to simply introduce the concepts, goals, assump-
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tions, and procedures of clinical supervision, and answer any

and all questions. In addition, an overview of the entire plan

should be exposed and explained at this time. This initial

workshop should alleviate some of the anxieties surrounding

clinical supervision, and provide the participants with a basic

understanding of the process.

The orientation workshop should be followed up by the

distribution of a brochure on clinical supervision. This brochure,

written for teachers, should be as brief as possible and at the

same time, fairly thorou

the place of a reference to

. The brochure should not try to take

k, but simply provide enough

direction for teachers to begin experimenting ith clinical

supervision. After the teachers I've had ample opportunities

to read the brochure and review any additional references, training

workshops should be set up on each of the five schools in.East

Hampton. The two supervisors from. West Hartford would conduct

a number of clinical supervision cycles utilizing a variety of

data collection devices, and employing as many teachers in the

sample ,group as possible.

After these sessions, the teachers should be encouraged to

conduct or participate.in a total of at least three cycles. These
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additional cycles (conducted by teachers) should.involve*other

members of the sample groupthat.could not participate in this

first cycle. Every few weeks, or whenever the teachers felt

there was a need, the supervisors from West Hartford should

go to East Hampton and monitor the program. This monitoring

should involve a cycle, rather than a lecture or discussion..?

The supervisors should refrain from conducting the cycle, but

'should simply be a member of the team, or possibly conduct the

post-analysis sessions.

Concomitant with the orientation and training workshops,

teachers within each school (part of the randomly selected group)

should have the opportunity to visit other school systems to

compare their current experiences with clinical supervision

with the supervision models in Farmington and Hartford. Teachers

should also have an opportunity to see and participate in a clinical

supervision cycle in West Hartford, as well as in Farmington.

The design to accomplish this first objective, although

time consuming, seems feasible. There are ample reference texts

readily available to reviev the literature; enough infoirmation and

experience to write the brochUre; sufficient professional days for

the West Hartford supervisors to conduct the orientation, training,
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and monitoring sessions; and enough contact administrators in

the neighboring school systems to plan and conduct teacher

visits to the various schools. East Hampton also has a

sufficient substitute budget to free teachers to participate in

the workshops and visits.

The second objective...is to develop and utilize Weller's

MOSAICS to predict the success an individual may have as the

analyst in a cycle, as well as providing feedback for the

improvement of the analyst's skills. The practicum group

need to begin by obtaining Weller's book on MOSAICS, review

it thoroughly, and adopt some portion of the process to the

objective. MOSAICS analyzes the analyst's conversation with

the teacher d ing the analysis session. In order to analyze

the analyst' move, a record of the analysis session is needed.

This could be accomplished by tape recording the analysis

sessions, analyzing them, and giving the analyst back needed
.

input for the improvement of his skills.

The design for accomplishing the second objective,

although extremely technical as well as time consuming, seems

feasible. One of the Directors of Instruction in West Hartford

used MOSAICS as part of his doctoral research at the University
3

of Connecticut. He consented to meet with the practicum group,
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and help us apply Weller's MOSAICS to meet our situation.

This additional expertise plus numerous tapes should be

sufficient to accomplish this objective.

The third objective is to determine teacher attitudes toward

supervision before and after exposure to clinical supervision.

This can be accomplished by devising an opinionnaire, and

simply administering it before and after the treatment of clinical

supervision. The opinionnaire shoul c be administered to the

thirty randomly selected teachers and analyzed on a percentage

basis. The teachers should receive the opinionnaire, be allowed

sufficient time to complete it, and hand it back at' the same time.

Here again, this design seems very feasible, and should

present few problems.

The time schedules for the above designs are divided into

four phases as follows:

Phase 1 : February 1, 1973 - August 31, 1973
a

a. Review the literature on clinical supervision.

b. Review the literature on MOSAICS.

c. Develop an attitudinal opinionnaire for teachers
that will assess teacher attitudes before and
after their experience with clinical supervision.

d. Randomly select 30% of the teaching staff from
each of the five schools in East Hampton as the
treatment group. A total of thirty teachers will
be selected.



Phase 2: September 1, 1973 - November 1, 1973

a. Administer the attitudinal survey to assess
initial teacher attitudes toward supervision.

b. Write and distribute an informative brochure
for teachers about clinical supervision.

c. ObtatA or produce a video-tape of a clinical
sup,ervision cycle using an experienced clinical
team from West Hartford. This tape will be
used as a training tape in the orientation
workshops.

d. Conduct an orientation workshop with the
thirty-three teachers of the treatment group
for the purposes of initial exposure to clinical
supervision.

e. In consultation with one of the Directors of
Instruction in West Hartford (who is thoroughly
familiar with MOSAICS), a procedure will be
de ) ised for measuring the potential success of
an individual in conducting a clinical supervision
cycle in the role of analyst.

f. Encourage the thirty-three teachers to form
clinical supervision teams and, participate in
at least three cycles.

Phase 3: `November 2, 1973 February 28, 1974

a. Conduct teacher workshops (clinical supervision
cycles) for the treatment group of thirty teachers.
These workshops will provide the teachers with
the skills necessary to carry out their own oycles
in the absence of the supervisors from West Hartford.

b. Begin monitoring the cycles.

c. Begin collecting tapes ©f the analysis session
for analysis using MOSAICS.
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d. Select nine teachers from the treatment group
representing all five schools to visit, observe,
and participate in clinical supervision cycles
in West Hartfdrd and Farmington.

e. Thesame (nine) teachers will also visit
Hartford and Farmington to observe and parti-
cipate in alternative supervision models.

f. The (nine) teachers will inform and involve the
other teachers of the treatment group (in their
own building), what they observed as part of
their visits to these other school systems.

Phase 4: March 1, 1974 April 12, 1974

a. Write up and submit the final report.

b. Administer the Post-Opinionnaire.

c.
'

Decide whether to terminate or continue
clinical supervision in East Hampton.

d. Provide feedback to those analysts who
turned in tapes of their analysis sessions.

Ca

e. Submit a final report of this practicum to
the East Hampton Board of Education.

An important factor to consider is the potential costs and

benefits of each of the competing supervisory models under

investigation and observation.

East Hampton's current observation model contains elements

of clinical supervision, however falls far short of helping the

teacher really improve their teaching behavior. The model is really

designed for evaluation purposes, and helps the principals determine
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where each teacher falls on the merit scale. No attempt is

made-to establish peer relationships between the teacher and

principal, and no safeguard is built into the system to help the

prin'cipal improve his skills at supervision as well as helping

him remain sensitive to the classroom teacher. However, the

cost of this type of supervision is nominal.

Hartford's observation model is Atrery similar to East Hampton's

except that they do not incorporate the pre-observation discussion

with th6 teacher. Here, as in East Hampton and Farmington, the

principal and/or supervisors place themselves in the role of

judge and jury. Teachers inadvertently become humble and docile

during the supervision-evaluation procesS, and consequently,

anxiety rises while creativity falls. This. supervisory practice is

equ'ally inexpensive.

Clinical supervision, as practiced in West Hartford and

Farmington is a very time consuming process. Time consumtrtg:

in that it requires a number of individuals for parts of two consecutive

days to complete one supervision cycle; and time consuming because

it requires almost a religious commitment on the part of all personnel

within a given building, for two or three years", to develop the

success and expertise needed to keep the process healthy.
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Consequently, it is a costly process. However, clinical'

supervision can help teachers improve their Classroom

instruction by creating a non-threatening atmosphere that is

devoid of evaluation, by helping the analyst continually

improve his skills, by helping each teacher synchronize his

inward intents with his outward performance. The choice is

between expedience or performance.

With the exception of the Pre and Post Opinionnaire, this

"supervision plan has no additional objective device for providing

infojmation. This limited number of avenues of information was

specifically designed due to the size of the system. Since the

Jsystem is comparatively small, an informal personal approach

to data collection, rather than numerous formal devices, were

taken. The kinds of information needed to either, recycle or

continue clinical supervision in East Hampton, can be obtained

by talking to people.

Process

This stage in the evaluation process is concerned with

providing data and feedback to monitor the clinical supervision.

program . This data is provided on a continuous basis which

can be used to interpret the outcomes. it is necessary to begin

by determining if the program is on schedule.
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Phase One (February 1, 1973 August 31, 197'0 included a

review of the literature on clinical superision and MOSAICS.

Although there were many reference books and papers on Clinical

'Supervision, there was only the one book by Weller on MOSAICS.

The needed literature was obtained and reviewed by the practicum

group by the end of August. Thus, this aspect of Phase One was

on schedule. This phase also included the development of an

attitudinal opinionnaire for teachers that would assess teacher

attitudes before 'and after their experiences withiclinical

supervision. As a result of the late acceptarFe of this practicum

project, the opinionnaire was'delayeduntil Phase Two. = The

opinionnaire needed to be based upon the review of the literature

on clinical, supervision, and as mentioned above, that was

completed in late August. The final aspect of Phase One was the

random selection of 30% of the teaching staff from each Qf the /
,

five schools in East Hampton. oral of thirty teachers were to be

selected. Due to the delay in t .copit*tion acid printing of thy

opinionnaire, this aspect of Phase One was also delayed until

early in September. In retrospect, the late acceptance of the

practicum proposal resulted in a slower start than was anticipated.

However, those aspects of Phase One that spilled over into Phase

Two should not hinder the supervision program at allf
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Phase Two (September r, 1973 November 1, .1973). Thirty

teacher1 were randomly se ected at the beginning .3? the school

year tql serve as the treatment group. This process was simply

completed by having one of the secreta ries in.ftpe'Central Office

select names at random (using a table of random numbers). The
. .

superintendent then contacted these thirty teachers , explained

the fact that they were randomly selected to participate on a

supervision committee, and requested their active support and

cooperation. During the third week in September, these thirt

teachers were asked to respond to the pre-opinionnaixe. HovJever

due to the normal confusion that exists in all schools during the
i

month of September, teachers completed the opinionnaires

individually, and during eir own free time, rather than in one

large group. For one re son or another, only twenty-six opinionnaires
ti

were received. Since teachers were hot requested to write their

names or schools on the opinionnaires, there was no way of

determining what teachers failed to respond. AlthOugh the
1

construction of the'opinionnaire was out of phase, it was

alministered on scliedule.

A second component of Phase Two.Nasthe writing Jan dis-

tribution tcteachers (randomly selebted) of an informative rochure
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on clinical supervision (Appendix B).. The mechanics of assembling

the components of the brq6hure failed to come together on schedule.

It waS also rationalized, that the brochure would be of little value

to the teachers until representatives from each building had an

opportunity to participate in a clinical cycle in West Hartford or

Farmington. Until -they participated in a cycle, and talked it over

with other members of the treatment group within their own schools,

there would be little motivation to 1. adthe bi.ochure. Although a

little late, the brochures were fins ly distributed to teachers during

the second week- of December. Additional copies were also placed

in the teachers' lunges and given to each building principal.

After the treatment group hail completed the pre-opinionnaire,

the consultants needed to intro uce them to clinical supervision.

"itThis was accomplished throug a series, of orient ion workshops

lasting approximately two hours apiece. As-mentioned earlier, one

workshop was coducted fOr elementary teacher: one for secondary
i

..

teachers, and one for the ilding principals. The workshops
I

consisted of a presentation concerning assumptions, ,,
d nitions,

1

consequences, and pha es of clinical supervision. This was

followed by the playing of a video -tape on an appropriate clinical
7--

supervision cycle. The cycles were taped in one ele ntary and

one secondary school in West Hartford, nd Were obtained
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one of the Directors of Instruction in West Hartford. Following

the presentations teachers asked a variety of.questions from,

"How-much time do supervisors in West Hartford have free to

conduct cycles?", to,."How longrdoes it take to acquire the

expertise to conduct a cycle?" Although there were a few skeptics,

all teachers seemed interested in the process, and were willing to get

involvdd. After the question and answer period, the overall practicum

plan was presented. The purpose of the visits to other school systems

to observe their method of `supervision was explained, and further

explained why the entire treatment group could not participate in

this process. However, the teachers were encouraged to share

their experiences with other teachers who could not participate in

these visits. The teacherS' seemed to understand the financial

ramifications of these visits, and felt one or two representatives

from each building would be sufficient. Each of the thirty teachers

agreed with the suggestion to participate in at least three cycle's

apiece. It was further explained, that only through a degree of

involvement, can an intelligent decision be made cpncerning

clinical supervision. These orienta tion workshops were completed

e nineteenth of'November, slightly spilling over into Phase Three.by t

mie workshops went well, and all participants generally had a positive

attitude toward the processes thus far.
4
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After many postponements, the practicum group was finally

able to meet one evening, November 20th, to discuss VIVSAICS

with one of the Directors of Instruction in West Hartford. Through

an ERIC search, this Director was the, only person who has (outside

of Weller) used MOSAICS in his own study. He explained that

MOSAICS has many facets, and suggested we concentrate on the

pedagogical moves. Again,. due to many postponements, this

aspect of Phase Two was slightly delayed.

Phase Three (November 2, 197,3 February 28, 1974) included

the action part of the practicum. It began by having the two

supervisors from West Hartford go into each of the five schools in

East Hampton, and conduct the initial cycles. The schedule for

each cycle was arranged prior to the visit. The number of members

on a team varied from three to five (the teacher being observed is

a part of the team). These initial cycles included a pie-observation,

observation, strategy, analysis, and post-analysis session. The

West Hartford supervisor played the role of 'the analyst, and other

members of the team either collected data, or conducted the post-

analysis. Since these first five cycles could not possibly include

all thirty teachers, teachers participating in these initial cycles

were encouraged to conduct additional cycles on their own, and

involve the remainder of the treatment group: from each building.
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These cycles varied from a typical cycle, in that they were

constantly being interrupted to help the teachers learn the

required behavior, ,.and etiquette of a clinical cycle. The

emphasis was on acquiring new behavior, and hiving the

observed teacher leaving the process with a good feeling.

Teachers asked their fellow teachers to cover for them when they

needed terbe freed. When this wasn't possible, teacher volunteers

or substitutes were brought in. This phase received top Support

from the superintendent, but some of the building principals were

less enthusiastic.

After the end of these initial cycles, the teachers were asked

to tape the analysis session for each of the cycles they conduct .

The purpose of this taping was not to be used against them in

any way, but to be used in improving' he,ir skills as the analyst.

After this was fully explained, the teachers seemed to understand,

and agreed to conduct this taping. Provisions for transferring the

tapes were made. The initial workshops were completed during

the last week in November.

Concomitant with the initial workshops, nine teachers were

selected from the treatment group, representing each school, to
-c

visit other school systems to observe their form of supervision.
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The elementary teache'rs visited and participated in a

clinical supervision cycle in one of the elementary schools -

in Farmington. In this situation, the building principal

conducted the cycle, and included all phases except the post-

analysis sessions. The East Hampton elementary teachers

participated in the role of data collectors-. While one group of

elementary teachers were in Farmington, another group of elementary

teachers was visiting a Hartford elementary school. The Hartford

building principal met the group, explained how he conducts

supervision, and had them sit in on a supervision session with

one of his teachefs. There was ample time to ask questions of

the Hartford principal and teacher. When both- elementary groups

finished with their first visit, they switcheti with one another, and

the process' began all over again.
J

The secondary teachers from East Hampton visited and

participated in a clinical supervision cycle in a West Hartford

Junior High School. These cycles included all phases, and vls

conducted by one of the West Hartford supervisfbrs.,' As in,the

case of the elementary teachers, the secondary teachers assumed

the .role of data collectors. Due to a variety of problems, it was
.1 I

impossible to get the secondary teachers from East Hampton into

a secondary school in Hartford. This component of Phase Three

4 -79-
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was completed during the first we_ck of December.

Although no structured session was planned, these nine

teachers were encouraged to inform and involve the other teachers

of the treatment group (in their respective buildings) as to what

they observed as part of their visits to these other school

systems.

Once these visits to other school systems, and initial

clinical cycles were completed, the two supervisors from West

Hartford began monitoring the system. One supervisor was

responsible for the high school, and one of the primary schools,

while t1)e other supervisor was responsible for the junior high

school,-orie Drimary school, and one middle school. The purpose

of the monitoring was to supply additional support to the newly

learned behavior. This support came in the form of additional

clinical cycles. The monitoring procedure began during the last

week in December, and continued until-the last week in March.

By the end of March, the West Hartford Supervisors had completed

a total of. ten monitoring sessions. These sessions were purposely

extended an additional month over the projected time period in order

to supply the needed support over as long a period as possible.
f11

Shortly after the completion of the visits to the other

school systems, and the initial clinical cycles, major procedural

a
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barriers began to surface. These barriers needed to be identified,

and overcome as quickly a \ possible, in order to achieve the

stated objectives.

The first barrier seemed to involve communications. The

same composition of teachers involved in the initial workshops,

participated in the first monitoring sessions. Wien questioned

why other members of the treatment group were not involved

many responses were, "Who else it on the supervision committee
O

in this building?" The superintendent immediately sent out a

memo to each building, listing the names of the teachers involved

in the supervision committee, and expressed the hope that all

would quickly become involved in a clinical cycle. since in some

cases, the teachers were unaware of the other members on the

supervision committee within their own buildings; they did not

share their experiences concerning the visits to the other school

systems with anyone. For one reason or another, this was also

true in cases where the other members were known.

A second barrier, and probably the one with the rrtajor 1

consequence, was the question of class coverage. Who should

arrange for class coverage? Can substitutes be hired? Can

parent volunteers be utilized? This class coverage was also

-81-
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tied into the. con.nutrumt of ,.,i- building principal, and how

much suppOrt this new behavior received. It became obvious'

that the high school principal was against this supervision process,

although he didn't admit so openly. He quietly discouraged teachers

from covering classes for other teachers dpring t e cycle. He took

upon himself the responsibility for arranging for coverage (openly),

yet the required coverage was always late, or di 't show up at all.

Not one of the beginning cycles, with or without the WeSt Hartford

supervisor tient smoothly. The high school principal further

refused to use substitutes ,to cover classes, while at the same time

quietly admonishing proponents of the system. Those few teachers

who achieved some degree of success witii clinical supervision,

soon learned not to buck the ac fiinistratLon.. When the high school

principal was confronted by the superintendent, he denied any role

in sabotaging the -supervision program in the high school., Since

, no tapes were forthcoming from the high school, one of the We

Hartford supervisors tried numerous times to arrange additional

cycles. The contact teachers- never responded, and no additional cycles

were conducted in the high school. By the end of March, a total of

three cycles and one tape was produced which is hardly enough.to

reinforce, build, and support the new behavior.
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The junior high school, and one of the primary schools

exhibited the complete opposite behavior. In both these

situations, the building principals strongly s4ported the

supervision program,. They arranged for class coverage, covered

classes themselves, encouraged teachers to participate in the

process, and generally did everything they could to support

the newly learned behavior. Consequently, teachers in these

respective buildings began giving up their own "free" time to

cover classes for their fellow teachers involvedin cycles. What's

more important, the schools began to develop a positive, helping

attitude about the process which is a must if clinical supervision

is to succeed. A communications problem, or a feeling of mistrust

(possibly due to the forced merit pay scale) resulted in no tapes/
produced from the Junior high school, and only four from the primary

school. However, the number of tapes were not indicative of

the number of cycles conducted. The: junior high school teachers

conducted eight cycles, while the small primary school conducted

five cycles. The remaining two schools fell somewhere in

between these ,two extremes in all aspects.

Concomitant with the'class coverage problem, parents began

complaining to the superintendent about parent volunteers and

a
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substitutes teaching their (Thildr(.n. Their complaint was a
$

legitimate one; they paid for professional teachers to teach

their children, and that's just what they wanted. ,Since parents

were not thdroughly int-Or-mod about the supesion program,

they recognized no correlation betwee-n learning and supervision.

Consequently, the superintendent could not continue to supPort

the hiring of substitute teachers or inviting in parent volunteers

to help support clinical supervision. As a reStia,
(

barrier could not IDT overcome during this current-year.

Another procedural barrier that may affect the objectives

of this practicum is the actual length of time of this.project.

The changing of anyone's behavior is a difficult and "time consuming

process. A new behavior is introduced; performance initially drops,

massive support Is injected, .po'er support over a prolonged period

O

of time is a necessity, the new behavior needs to simmer for a

while, performance begins to increase, massive support is again

injected, the whole process needs constant monitoring, a con-

structive attitude toward the new behavior begins to build, etc

In order to.build a clinical supervision program in East Hamptfoh,

or in any school system for that matter, a minimum of two years

under optimum conditions are a necessity. This practicum h-ad

essentially seven month's under anything but ideal conditions.
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In light of thif; , an examination of the staff, to determine

whether or not they understood their roles, and were equipped- _
-to.carry them out is in order. There is no objective data to

prove the total thirty teachers completely understood their roles.

When the West Hartford supervisors worked with them during the

clinical cycle, it became obvious that they knew the mechanics

of the process. None of them were proficient enough to conduct

a flawless cycle by themselves, but many were enthused enough

to try. Through discussions libring the orientation workshops,
0

initial workshops, and monitoring sessions, the teachers under-

stood, at Yeast verbally, that they, not the administors were to

initiate the cycles, that they would each conduct at least three

cycles, that they would tape the analysis sessions, that they

would send the practicum group the tapes, and that they Would

contact one of the:West Hartford supervisors when they felt a

need for a monitoring session. These teachers were intelligent

professionals,and the tasks were certainly within their reach.

It is not a question of retrainin or reorienting the 'teacher (in a

few isolated cases this wouldn't hurt) it was simply a matter of

a newly learned behavior re.ceivinq little peer and administrative

support.
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By the end of February, thy' resources available, namely

the West Hartford supervisors, were not being fully utilized

with the exception of one primary school, The West Hartford

supervisors were initiating the cycles, rather than the other way

.r/ around. The spark, interest and involvement that was evident at

the beginning of the program seemed to be missing. It would be,

safe to say that members of the treatment group began to resent

the West Hartford supervisors fo truding in their school, and

involving them in a process] in which they no longer had any

interest. This attitude is certainly not true of all the members,

however tfle support for the program was dwindling.

Product.

Now that the firdt three components of the CIPP evaluation

model were finished, it was necessary to investigate the extent

to which the objectives had, or had not been attained. Before

the results of the objectives could be evaluated, it was a necessity

to develop measurable criteria associated with the objectives. In

-5
this situation, these criteria are of the consequential type.

Consequential criteria are those perlaining to the fundamental

conditions being sought. An example. of a consequential criteria

associated with the first objective of this practicum segment is as

follows: to whal extent has Ole East Hampton Public Schools employed
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and incorporated clinical supervision, as theer del of supervision?

To answer this one needs only look at each of the individual schools

in East Hampton (via discussions with the teachers and b lding

principals) to determine if this objective has or has t been

attained. 'As a result of a close examination of each school, tt

has become obvious that this first objective has been accomplished

in as many varying degrees as there are schools in East1Pampton.

One of the primary schools has adopted clinical supervision

as initially designed and intended: The building principal believes in

the process, takes an active part in the process, and involves all

-of his teachers in the team approach. Many teachers themselves

have become quite adept at conducting the cycles, and being the

analyst. What's most important, a very positive school-wide attitude

exists in favor of clinical supervision.

The Junior'High School's original treatment group members are

continuing to utilize and conduct clinical cycles. However, the use

of clinical supervision pas not spread to other staff members. The

building principal approves of the process, and cooperates with

any and all teachers in arranging class coverage to conduct the

*cycles. However, the principal does not get, himself involved,

vobally support or encourage clinical supervision. Consequently,

clinical supervision has begun to take hold in the Junior High School,
ti
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but unless the process receives substantial support and input

in September, the process will eventually fall by the wayside.

The High School proved to be .a frustrating and disappointing

situation. The teachers initially welcomed clinical supervision,

and not only began initiating and conducting their own cycles, but

was the first school in town to tape (video and audio) the entire

ss from.beginning to end. Although many subtle circumstances

ajx, have contributed to the'siidded collapse of clinical supervision,

it is the,op on of this practicum group that the major cause of its

emise was the building principal. He created insurmountable

--tarr s by discouratying teachers from cove ng for other teachers

involved the cycle ; by dela ig the processe within a cycle;

by providing I e coverage for individua by giving t process

negative support; an by not informing staff::an dministrat

personne7within his own building as to general suppo ye meetings.

Since the process is now dormant, it can only be revived at t High

School, by either a change in administration, or a complete change
.56

in attitude on the part of the present High School principal.

The Middle School has had limited use with clinical supervision.

Although this building principal has had a history of being open to

nee ideas arld programs, she initially viewed clinical supervision

(peer sup r,vision as a thret to her authority. She felt her

9 .



evalukion respons).bilities wolIld be diluted. Throughout

the course of this practicum, she began to develop more

confidence in the process, and even conducted a few cycles

herself. How"ever, supervision proceeded in a very

cautious, controlled environment in her building. If clinical

supervision is to ever flourish in the Middle School, the principal

-needs substantial support for the process, while at the same time

receiving constant rewards (from the superintendent and her

teachers) for each incremental progress made.

The other small primary school did almost nothing with

clinical supervision. This was due partly to the size of the staff.

The simple fact that the school has only six teachers, preve

the team approach. Teachers could not be free to participatd

cycle if there were no teachers, available. Another factor cop-

tributing to the lack of success in this building was the poor health

of the principal. fie was out of school quite often, and when he was

in, he wasn't well enough to bring together enough energy or vitality

to Support clinical supervision or any other new program for that

matter. In addition, he taught part of the time, and actually had.

little time to cover for another teacher if he was up to it. If

-clini cal supervision" is to succeed in this school, it must be done

j



with the aid of a video-tape recorder, a healthy supportive principal,

and a willingness on the teacher's part to complete part of the cycle
-

before and after school.

Another criteria associated with the objectives is, to what

extent did the practicum utilize Weller's MOSAICS to predict the

successa individual might hive as the analyst in a cycle, as

well as providing feedback for the improvement of the analy'st's skills?

With the aid of VV.eller's book, and support from one of the West

Hartford directors of instruction, the practicum group was able

to adapt MOSAICS to fit this practiciim situation. Hpwever, due to

teacher's fears,. anxieties, and possible lack of clear direction, only

16 tapes of the analysis sessions were handed in for analysis. \The

tapes were analyzed, 'and thositeachers involved received feedback as

to how they could improve their skills at conducting clinical cycles.

A complete analysis of one of the teacher-tapes using MOSAICS appears

in Appendix B.

The .final criteria is, to what extent were teacher attitudeA.

changed toward supeivision, as a result of their experiences(with

clinical supervision? This objective can be evaluated by the change

or lack of change of attitude on the teacher's part as recorded by the

pre-p opinionnaire . The pre-opinionnaire was administered to the

thirty teacher§ randomly selected lie fore they were exposed to .
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clinical supervision. They were then exposed and involved

with clinical supervision for a period of seven months. After

this exposure, these same teachers received the post

opinionnaire (the exact same items in different order). A

complete analysis of the pre-post opinionnaire is graphically

presented. Above each vertical column (on the graph) is the

symbol, A, D, or NO. The letter "A" stands for both agree

and strongly agree. The letter "D" stands for disagree and

strongly disagree. The letters "NO" stands for no opinion.

Below each graph are the numbers and the items found on

the opinionnaire. A summary analysis of the highlights of

both opinionnaires follows the graphs.

After tabulating the post opinionnaire and converting

the response's to percents, the change in percent was

determined.. In analyzing the significance of an opinion

change; the factor of 15% or greater has been taken. In

view of the small sample involved this percentage can be

accepted as a minimum change.

Each of the four categories of items are graphically

presented followed by the specific questions represqnted.
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Graph 4-la

Generalizations About Supervision

AD AD ,NO AD AD NO A-D A D NO

Pre Post P Po
4

*.elk

Pre I Pos t
9

1. The real purposC of supervision is to improve the
instruction in the classroom.

3. Most teachers complain atlout supervision.

4.. Teachers actually make the best supervisors.

9. Teachers try! ,to improve themselves in the classroom.

0>
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Graph 4-lb

Generalizatipns About Supervision
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15-

Item
10. Decisions to use new ideas or techniques are usually

those of the teacher.

11. A teacher should be encouraged to place his own value
judgment on his performance.

13. Teacher's perceptions of their own tasks and functions
are of more value to them than that of their supervisor's.

15. Unless a teacher wants to improve, no amount of
supervision can be useful.

I
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Generalizations About!Supervision
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Item
18. Every school system, large or needs a formalized

procedure for the supervision of the teaching' process.

23. Most teachers feel threatened by their supervisor.

28. The teacher should make decisions about changes in
classroom teaching-learning procedures.

29. Supervision is basically a form of teacher harasdment.
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Graph 4-2a

Personal Experience
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12

Item
2. As a teacher, my experience with supervision ha.s beem

pleasant.

6. My experience indicates that'supervision is a waste of
time.

8. Supervision is' a threatening experience.

12. My supervisor tends to talk down to me.
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Graph 4-2b

Personal Experience
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Item
14. Supervisors should have more patience when dealing with

teachers.
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16. My supervisor tends to counsel me.

17. After being supervised, I have been challenged to
improve my teaching.
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Personal Experience
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Item
20. My supervisor tends to deal with me as an equal.

25. The process of being supervised is an invaluable
experience for me.

27.. I feel threatened by my supervisor.
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Graph 4-3a

Supervisor's Role
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Item
7. A supervisor should help a teacher to increase his

perception of his own-teaching.

21. The role of the supervisor is to analyze specific
teacher performances and strive to improve teacher

faweaknesses.

2k. The role of the supervisor should be clarified.

ion
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Graph 4-3b

Supervisor's Role
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ho role of the supervisor is to help increase the
teacher' s freedom to act self-sufficiently in the
classroom.

30. The supervisor's role is to secure the commitment of
the teacher - not to coerce.

Vi

10
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Evaluation vs . Supervision
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Item
5.- Formal evaluation is separate and distinct from

supervision.

19.,. The authoritarian )uclgmental type of supervision'
inhibits the Improvement of instructiom.

it

/.1

The evaluation of teacher performance is the same
as supervision.
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Analysis of the preceding graphs indicates that only one

of the inconsistencies observed in the ,pre-opinionnaire has been

altered. One of the needs expressed as a result of the pre-

opinionnaire wasthat of clarification of the role-of supervision

and its function as well as evaluation and its function. The

results of the post-opinionQaire show substantially that 20% more .

teachers agree that formal evaluation is separate, and distinct

from supervision.

However, inconsistencies in teacher opinion or perceptions
-\still exist. For example, even thou h supervision is not considered

a waste of time (graph 4-2a, Item 6) here was a decrease of those

who positively valued a supervisory experience and an increase of

those who.had no opinion'(graph 4-2b, Item 25). Likewise,
4

inconsistent opinion regarding the supervisor's role( still exists

with little evidence Showing that the role has been clarified. I

fact, 896 more agree that the role should be clarified (graph 4-3,a)

Item 24).

Further analysis of the pre-post data indicate that some

significant changes were made. For the purpos of this practicumi,

these can be viewed either as positiVe br negative. Significant

positive change is evidenced by th6 increase. in agreement 1:*
00,

N
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24% that, "Teethers make he host supervisors" (graph 4-la,

Item 41.' Also the 'value of a teacher's perception of his task

is seen grea er than the supervisor's by 44% more agreefng

(graph 4-1b, Item 13). There would seem to be evidence from these

two results that the peer-grassroots approach to super

positive direction frc:5m the teacher's point"OThrew. Re

to the item, "Most teachers complain about supervision

was a substantial increase of 24% more agreeing in the post-

opinionnaire than in the pre=opiniOnnaire.

Although the opinionnaire was designed to indicate changes

in attitude, we would be remiss by not pointing out that even at the

,
outset some definite positive attitudes were expressed regarding

supervision and that these attitudes continued throughout the

'practicum period. Continued agreement with such points as "Teachers

should be encouraged to place their own value judgment on their

performance," or disagreement tha t supervision is a form of

teacher harassment or disagrOMent that supervision is a

threatening experieye, speak well for. the East Hampton Public

Schools.

It is recognized thdt acceptance of the interpretations of the

opinionnaire results as absolute is impossible. Many unknown-

variables enter into, the interpretations. by the treatment group of
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the opinion s tements that composed this Urvey. Variables

such as ,-11-ze' of time of day opinionn ire was administered,N.

statement meaning, efircitiorrs,of speirtfic terms, tc. aIii\but a
.

few sources of invalidity a ..t could be considered. However,'

the- trends presented by percentage changes,are sufficient to

serve as.indicators of changes in attitudes. It is also recognized

,that with additional time and'sampling, the items in the opinionnaire

can be' refined, clarified and .hormed in order to produce an

opinionfiaire that will ore significant in 'assessing attitudes

toward supervision.
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CHAPTER IV

MANAGEMENT-BY-OBJECTIVES

While research and development of strategies for the

evaluation and dupervision of the teaching staff within the East

Hampton Public Schools had been undertaken, it was also ihherent

in the mandate of the Board of Education that the administrative

staff be considered in the processes as well. It was therefore

necessary to develop a system that would be compatible and

supportive to the other processes being developed. This chaliter

of the report incorporates the developthent of a management-by-
.

objettives system into the evaluation and supervision model.'

Context

Being a small school district, the organizational pattern

of the East Hampton Public Schools 4s arranged in the traditional

heirarchalaistaff format as illustrated in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1

Organizatidnal Pattern

r-- -
I Board of Education

[Director of Pupil Personnel. --s Superintendent-- -Business Manager

[High School Principal [Jr. High
Principal

Asst. Principal

Dept. Heads Dept. Heads

Teachers L, Teachers
-105-
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Systemwide policy is established by the Board of Education

and its authority is delegated to the supetintendent for the
vi
administration of that policy. The amount of delegated

administrative authority and accountability decreases in a liCle

relationship to the teachers.
estLong or short ranged systemwide rep resenting the

educational philosophy of the town, vis-a-vis the Board of

Education, are represented in the Statement of Purpose enacted in

1964 (Appendix C). In February of 1972, the Community Development

Action Plan (CDAP) committee issued a report that contained goals

directed toward the Board of Education.

Any goals that have been heretofore developed by

administration have been based upon these documents as well as

the specific needs within the several schools as perceived by the

superintendent in onjunction with-the respective principals.

A proliferat on of goals and objectives were produced by the.

principals and depa tment heads for the school year 1973-74. Goals

were established in ine different administrative areas. These were:

administrative proved e, management of building, staff supervision,

inservice of staff, curilculum concern's, public relations, exceptional

children, personal development and general areas. In some instances

as many as five goals were established with multiple objectives set

for each goal, all within just one category. In only a few instances
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. were any of the specified goals of any one school the same as that

of any other school within the system. In fact, the nature of the

goal categories provided for such a broad interpretation as to be

confusing with regard to its intent. For example, under the

category of administrative procedure, one principal stated a goal

as follows: "To open up communications among teachers about

the education of children." Another principal stated a goal in the

same category es "To expand the scope of leadership and assistance
A j

offered by the administration to the teaching staff and student body."

Yet still another interpreted administrative procedure to be curriculum

leadership by- expressing a goal thusly, "To continually improve the

reading program in grades K-3." Clearly, there existed a differing

interpretation as to what constituted a goal in that area.

Pt is granted that the goals may well have been perinegt to

that particular school regardless of the categorizing procedure but

any similarity or consistency of approach within the system seemed

to be lacking as evidenced by the above example. In fact, this pro-

cedure, if continued, might well lead to conflicting goals between

administrators or school personnel.

The public demand is for accounta bility, whether it is

justified or not. The perceptions ofthe taxpayers are such that

they want more visable evidence of student success for the money

they have invested. Hence, techniques for making the school
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administration more accountable are demanded along with teacher

accountability. In fact, the definite trend is toward more

accountability by management.

It is at this point that a Management-By- Objectives (ME C)

approach seemed worth consideration. The MBO system tends to

place a specific eMphasis upon the administrative or management

process by which an organization reaches a particular goal. Any

school system is a unique organization but it should fu.nction as

a unit.'

An MBO system ., "can be described as a process whereby the

superior and subordinate managers of an organization jointly

identify its common goals, definie each individual's major areas

of respondbility. in terms of the results expected of him, and use

these measures as guides for operating the unit and assessing the
1

contribution of each of its members."

This system can be more simply expressed by the notion that

the clearer idea one has of what one is trying to accomplish, the

greater the chance one has of accomplishing it. Consequently

progress can be measured in,terms of what one is trying to make

progress toward. Unanimity ofipurpose is strengthened.

There are several distinct strengths that MBO has for sChobl

organizations. First, it provides a process by which coordinated
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effort and teamwork are posiible yet continues to involve the

individual as a contributor and risk-taker. Secondly, the process

is geared toward achieving desired results for the school system

as well as the individual administrator. Thirdly, it assists in

delineating specific areas of individual and group responsibility,
within the organization. Consequently, the tyibal school

administrator will be more productive if he understands and accepts

the fact that his functioning is related directly to the organizational.

objectives and within the framework of his competencies.

The objectives of this phase of the practicum were twofold:

First, a process by which a unified approach to systemwide and

specific school objectives that could be undertaken by the pro-

fessional staff had to beqormulated and, secondly, a process for the

accountability. of the management team mutit evolve.

input

The existence of a management team, i.e. the superintendent,

principals, and department heads was,sufficient to introduce a process
. ,

oriented system of MBO. The size of the team would have no adverse

effect on the results, in fact, one might expect a more efficient

development ofthe MBO process with a small number of administrators

involved.

Within this school system there was no need for any

additional personnel or major budgetary considerations. Normal

4
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inservice monies Cal Id take. cart' 01 any reference materials .Qr

clerical aid throughout'the development of a MHO syst'em.

The plan was to introduce the manaoPment team to the

concept of M110 by an orientation workshop early in the fall of

1973. Although the formulation of individual MHO should take
. ,

place in the late spring prfoLto_an ensuing year, the process
!A . be updated by using the objectives already decided upon

I-

S. basis for development of workable objectives under the new

process The workshop would he conducted, at no additional

cost; by a representative from West Hartford who had sctiool

sytem experience with MBO

Without systemwide objectives, 1Cwmild..seem feasible to

al3procich the development of MR0 from the indivulual.scheol

perspective. However, during the process of M'HO development

a. procedure for developing a systemwide MI10 structure should

be devised in order that the individual schoOl effort could

eventually fit into a master plan,

There are three essential stages in the formulation of MHO.

rirst, the staff and the administration determine, agree upon and

state very precisely their objectives together with the specific

results that are, to be accomplished by some future date. Then

their effort is concentrated on achieving the Objectives with
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frequent checkpoints to test interim progress. Finally, at some

predetermined time, a review is held to test the results achieved

as measured against the Objectives that were previously set.

A series of steps were dove loped by which individual.

school objectives could collaboratively be determined. Figure 5-2

shows the step-by-step process.

Principal solicits from
staff objectives they
feel the school should
focus on

Figure 5-2

Individual Building MBO Process --

Based on superintendent's
feedback, staff finalizes
MBO and begins planning
for implementation;

[Final MBO and plan for
implementation is shared
with superintendent.
Feedback is solicited.

Principal relates these
objectives to those he
perceives as essential.

Principal shares super-
intendent's feedback
with staff.

I Principal shares his
perception of the .

relevance of staff
defined objectives.

Principal shares superintendent
feedback with staff and they
finalize plans.

12u
tg)

Principal shares
building objectives
with superintendent,
solicits reaction,
suggestions and
approval.
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The initial step.would involve the school staff thereby

getting a "grass-roots" approach. Periodically throughout the

structure the staff maintains its involveinent through a feedback

process right up to the completion of" the plans. Total interaction

betWeen each level of management is maintained. This procedure

provides fOr a, better chance for success by virtue of a vested

interest on the part of the staff.

The format for. writing an Mli0 would be partially based

upon the form that was already in use for the goal-setting process

by the administration. The orrric t to be followed consisted of an

operational statement of the objectival, including the target date,

under the heading of "Management Objective," followed by the

number assigned to that objeCtive. The second section of the

formnt was entitled, "Standards of Performance." This section

delineated the measurable criteria and stated all school personnel

or others involved. The third and final section would be en

"Measurements to be Applied." This section would deal with the

process by which the outcome would be evaluated in terms of the

original objective (Appendix (:).

Process

The intent was to introduce Mfi0 concurrent to the evaluation-
.

supervision process with the priority being upon the evalUation-super-
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vision phase of this practiCum. Therefore, the MBO system was

introduced at a workshop held late in October, well after the

c,,statt of school. Jrrowever, the MBO process was applied to a

representative few of the already established objectiveiabi the

administrative team. It was recognized that the, initial phase of

MBO formulation must be eliminated in order to effect any hope of

completing the process prior to the end of the current school year.

At this initial workshop, the total process end rationale of MBO

was explained and demonstrated with sample objectives written

asapplicable to those objectives already. established by the team.

With an already late start in the pr-ocess, only one monitoring
/

sessi was, set. This was held in January. The purpose for the

session wa-s o review each - principal's progressnd to determine

if the goals were realistic in terms of their scope and timing.

Additional ref\nements were made at this time with concurrence by

the superinte-kdent..An additional interim progress report to the

superintendent 9s required in March in lieu of another group
4

meeting.

The administrative,team'seeried to understand their role

in the MBO'process.Questions at the "sessions were basically

operational rather than conceptual. The, allocation of any

additional resources for they implementation of M130 was not

necessary.



Certain procedural barrier's were anticipated. One involved

the danger of too many interim reports leading toward an overload
Nth

of paperwork and iriphasis on that rather than°the objective to

be reached. Therefore, only two interim reports were scheduled, one

In November and another. in March. However, the report barrier

still existed sincOlviarch the month' when all teacher evaluations
\

are due. Thus the paperwork became a_ problem,

# The other potential barrier anticipated was the possible

tendency to stress one objective at the expense of another. This

fact was emphasized' at the sessions and during the discussion of

the interim reports,.

There was one barrier that was not anticipated. This was

the initial reluctance of the high school principal and his department

heads to get involved. They did not attend the first team meeting

which caused a delay in reaching administrative team concurrence

with the process of MBO. However, the superintendent exercised

his prerogatives and rc,ctified the situation.

A tentative evaluation of each principal's objectives was

made by the superintendent in April. Ordinarily,, East Hampton's

evaluation of objectives is made during the month of August. In

order to become more realistic in the MBO process, the target dates

for objective termination and evaluation were shortened to April.
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As a rfasult, the superintendeht met separategly with eachprincipal,.

the director of pupil personnel and the business manager for the

purposes of evaluating their performance.

After the MBO process was completed a simple questionnaire

designed to assess the,administrators' perceptions of MBO was sent

to all administrators (Appendix C).

Product
A.

The administrative team was able to concentrate on a few

precise objectives rather than be frustrated by Attempting to
fi

accomplish too many complex goals. The latenesgaof starting the

MBO process coupled with early termination presented a hurried

situation in spite of the Nreful,d4termination of the individual

MBO. However, exposure to the process of MBO by completing the

total cycle as individuals did. provide a basis for a realistic approach

to annual objectives.

The administrative team responded to the hbbve-mentioned

questionnaire as perceiving the intent of\MBO as well as ascribing

to the MBO process. All the team saw their role as leaders and

facilitators within one level ,of the system-wide Management-by-
-

Objective process. z

In the past the objective evaluation dates had,been in

August which was Well after the closing of the schopl year. Any
6
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recommendations as a result of these evaluations toward planning

for modification or innovation for the approaching school year

has lacked sufficient time. This is especially true in relation

to revenue allocation or person-1'1cl adjustments. With the

- 9 evaluations changed to an earlier time (May), ample time is

provided 'for better planning well in.advance of implementation.

With the total professional staff available. -and with the experience

gained in MBO by the administrative team, a smoother first-time

operation of syttem-wide MBO is possible.

.It is worthy to recall, however, that the East Hampton

Schools lack any recent systemwide goals. If the board of

education and the superintendent establish a district philosophy,

current, policy and pccompanying goals, the MBO approach to

implementing them 'can bewndertaken by the professional staff.

Figure 4-3 represents one process that will enable all staff to

becoine involved.

Figure 4-3

0,

Development of Systemwide Management-by-Objectives

School District's
Philosophy,
Policies,; and
Goals

Entire' Professional
Staff Help Develop
Systemwide MBO To
Achieve Policies
And Goals
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S uperintendent
Reviews Building
Administration %Plan
For Implementing
MBO And Provides
Feedback

Building Staffs
Evaluate Program
Outcomes Against
Previously Agreed
Upon MBO And
Provide Feedback
To Superintendent

Input to Superintendent
Regard:.

Personnel
Program Deve. pirient
Budget

,,-- Facilities

Building
Administration
And' Staff Consider
Superintendent' s
Inputand 'Make
ReviAions if
Necessary

Building
Administration
And Staff
Implement Plans
For Achieving
MBO

Building
Achninistration

;AO Staff' SubMit .-

Revised MBO
To Superintendent
For Approval

Superintendent
Reviews Building
Administration
Plan For
Implementing MBO
And Approves

It is mandat'ory that systemwide goals be clearly established

prior to the implementation of the above process. Interaction of the

total staff is an integral part of this process.

The objective to develop a process for a unified approach to

systemwide and specific school objectives has been accomplished

in-so-far as the exposure to an MBO process has been undertaken.

This included all stages of the process within a 'shortened period of

time.
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Inherent.in.the MBO system is the accountability factor of

evaluation of the 'objective outcomes. Hel'Ice, the second

objective has beep riser. This was accomplished by the

development of terminal objectives and how Success of .these

objectives was to be determined.

A

o

ti



FOOTNOTES

1. Odiorn, G. S. Management by Objectives, New York, Pitman,
1965,p. 55.
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I
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CHAPTER 5

DECISIONS

1

According to Stufflebeam, "the making of any single decision

is always, a complex process. It includes four stages: (1) becoming

aware a decision is needed, (2) designing the decision situation,

(3) choosing among alterriatives and (4) acting upon the chosen

alternative." As a, result of the application of the CIPP model to the

practicum, the above four steps in decision-making will be applied to

the areas of evaluation, supervision and management-by-objectives.

EVALUATION
er

Aware ne s s

The East Hampton Board of Education became aware-of the need

to develop en evaluation system as a result of the- passage of Section

10-,951,10,4he 19g3 General Assembly of the State of Connecticut.

Concomitantly, the board~ of educatii was seeking-an evaluation

device to evaluate all teachers for their incentive pay plan. The

board was not comfortable with the evaluation tool they were presently

using. Consequently, the superintendent was directed to research and

deVelop an evaluation tool to meet both the state and local mandate.
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A

Design

Is it possible to design an effettive evaluation tool utilizing

-a democratic process inclutdirig teacherg and administrators? The East

Hampton*Board of Education will make the final deci'sion based upon

the recommendation of the superintendent. His recommendation will

be the result of an eight-month study conducted by a democratically

selected evaluation committee. A formal presentation will be made

to the board of education by the evaluation committee.

The board of education has three alternatives to this recommendation.

These are to accept, to reject or to modify. The criteria for assessing

these alternatives will be: (a) Does it meet the state mandate? (b) Does

it satisfy the board of educations' desire to evaluate all teachers for

'the incentive pay plan? In addition, the superintendent must be

satisfied by the conscientious and thorough effort put forth by the

evaluation committee. The decision must be made prior to July 1, 1974,

, which is the' beginning of the 1974-75 fiscal year.
Om

Choice

In making the final choice of an alternative, the following

criterion variables must be taken into account.

To Accept (4-) or Reject

1. The design meets the state mandate. +

2. There was a collaborative grass-root and administrator
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involVement and input to the device. (÷)

3. The device is a narrative report form using guidelines

establishedr4by the teachers. (+)

4. It has been accepted by a vast majority of the staff. (+)

5. The teachers' association did not take an active

part as a unit. (-)

6. Non-involved teachers may question the selection

and/or composition of the committee. (-)

7. The superintendent and two princip.als served on

.the committee. (+)

8. The community will look favorably upon the board of,,

education for moving towards teacher accountability. ''(+)

9. The board of education changed due to an election

during the course of development of the device. (-)

To Mqdify:

1. No overall category rating appears in the evaluation

tool which is, however, one factor in the incentive

pay plan.

2. The plan must be personalized to meet the present

board of educations desires.

3. The tool, may be too subjective.

4. The board may wish to consider the desires of the

non-participants.
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Based upon interpretation of the criterion variables, it is the

recommendation of the superintendent to the board of education of V,

East Hampton to accept the evaluation tool as presented by the

committee.

Action

The Board of Education of East Hampton will delegate the

responsibility and required actions to the superintendent to implement

the selected evaluation tool. In order to operationalize the selected

alternative, the superintendent will delegate specift,c procedures to

his subordinates who will in turn implement them.

SUPERVISION

Awareness

During the February 1973 board of education meeting on evaluation,

the superintendent presented the purpose of supervision as the improve-

ment of instruction through help to teachers. The board accepted

the superintendent's thesis and commissioned him to establish a

formalized supervision model that would be non-threatening and

devoid of evaluation.

De sign

Is it possible to design a supervision model that is non-threatening

to teachers, devoid of evaluation, teacher initiated and incorporating,

self-improvement techniques? The superintendent ha s the sole
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responsibility for deciding- upon the supervision model that meets this

design. His decision will be based upon the results of in eight-month

pilot utilizing the processes of clinical supervision._ The superintendent

has three alternatives from which to choose. These are to accept,reject

or to modify the clinical supervision model.

The criteria for this decision must be based upon the following

points: (1) Is It in reality non-threatening? (2) Is it devoid of

evaluation? (3) Does it improve instruction? (4), Does it incorporate

self-improvement techniques? (5) Is it manageable in a small school

district? (6) Does it create a trusting relationship among participants?

(7) Is there a commitment to clinical supervision by the staff and

building principal? (8) Does clinical supervision affect positive

attitudinal change toward supervision? This decision must be made

prior to July 1, 1974.

Choice

In making this final decision of an alternative, the following

criterion variables must be taken ipto account.

To Accel5t (+) or Reject (-):

1. It maintains a positive attitude toward the precepts

of clinical supervisiori as evidenced by the pre-post

opinionnaire. (+)

2. The process is acceptable by 2 out of 5 principals

who became positively involved. (+,)
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3. There was difficulty in obtaining class coverage

for teachers involved in .cycles . (-)

4. Compkaints from community parents about

substitutes taking classes for teachers in cycle

teams. (-) 4

5. There was difficulty. in teachers becoming self-

initiating in the clinical processes. (-)

6. Some staff desired involvement in the process. (+)

7. The workshops exhibited positive attitudes. ( +)
a

8. There were favorable impressions from teachers

visiting other iystems using the clinical

,gupervielon process'. (+)

9. There was insufficient time to schedule full

teacher clinical teams. (-) ,

10. Teacher' exposure to clinical supervision was'

insufficient to develop lasting commitment. (-)

13. Teachers wanted to introduce video-tapir vg of

classes for data gathering. (+)

12. Teacher clinical teams were too large. (-)

Td Modify:

1. Decrease the number of team members.

2: The model can adapt to individual school heeds, i.e.

scheduling, technology available, commitment.
iro>
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3. The components can be condensed in the clinical

cycle.

4. Clinical supervision concentrated on the nen-verbal

,behavior of the teacher.

5. Positive attitude toward supervision will be

*maintained.

6. Model can be adapted to a stall school system.

Based upon interpretations of the criterion variables , the

,14

decision of the superintendent will be to implement the clinical

supervision model in a modified form to meet the needs of the East

Hampton Public Schools.

Th:e modifications incorporated in this decision will be the

decrease in the number of team members, a more active involvement

of the principal as a team member, and the rescheduling of special

classes to provide time for teachers to participate In the Clinical

°cycle. The strategy and analybsis sessions vq11 _be combined .to shorten

the process as' well as decrease the ankiety'on the part of the observed

teacher.

Action

The responsibility for implementation will be assigned by the

Superintendent to the administrative staff who will in turn utilize the

services of previous! -trained teachers.

I
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MANAGEMENT: ECTIVES

Awareness

In order to 'establish a, system by which the administrative

staff could also be evaluated under the state and local mandate, the

superintenddnt soughta system'that would be applicable. The MBO

process was investigated.

Design

Will MBO provide a process by which the administrative team

can be evaluated? The superintenddnt will make the final decision

regarding the implementation of MBO. His decision will be based on

the results of a six-month'trial period. The superintendent has two

altdrnatives. These are to either accept or reject the MBO process.
,

The criteria for/assessing these alternatives will be: (a) Is

an MBO system feasitile for a small town? (b) Does an MBO system

provide for administrative evaluation based upon results? (c)els this

system performance oOiented? (d) Does a positive administrative

team attitude towardiMBO exist? . This decision must be made prior

to June 1, 1974.

.Choice,

In making this decision, the following criterion variables
r

must be taken into account.,
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APPENDIX A

January'23, 1974

In order to assist the .valuation committee would you please answer the following
questions-.

Please be specific with your answers. No need to sign your name.
Return these forms to your building representatiVe , Jackie Boyd *or Mary Jane /
Larson by the close of school on Friday; January 25, 1974. Thank you for
your cooperation.

. To define teacher evaluation. What is it?

II. What is to be evaluated? Teacher performance, pupil performance, teacher
learning, pupil learning, teacher instruction, .etc. ?

III. Who and how many are to evaluate? Principal, bepartment Head,
"Advisor", co-workers , student polls.

IV. Should we evaluate a teacher's performance or lesson content and
delivery?

V. Should the teacher be viewed as a human being or a "Professional?,"

VI. What purpose should the evaluation' serve ?

VII. comments:

13



1. Stufflebean, Daniel L. -Educational Evaluation and D9,c.W.on-Making;
PDK National Study Committee on Evaluation; PeacWk sca,,
Ill. 1971, p. 5 .

1

0

0
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To Accept (+) or .Reject (-):

1. The administrative team has positive reactions toward,

and familiarity with the process. (+)

2. A systems approach involving the total staff has

been esta blished. (+)

3. It provides for joint teacher-admitiistrator planning

and implementation. (+)

4. No recent systemwide goals exist. (-)

S. The MBO system is action oriented; (+)

Based upon the interpretations of the criterion variables, -the

decision of the superintendent will be to implement a systemwide" MBO
d\Nt

process in Ea Hampton as a procedure toward establishing and

implemen

ACtion

ystemwiide goalk.

The superintehdent of schools will assume the major

responsibility for initiating the MBO process. All administrators will
ta

operationalize the process utilizing the precepts and system's of
4

.,Management-by=Objectives.

J



APPENDIX A Administrative.Prectice 4117.2

TEACHER EVALUATION

School
Date

)

This form is distributed to all teachers by Oct. 1,each year./ The building Principal
. will meet with-each teacher to discuss this form and the formal -teacher evalUation

by Feb. 1st.

Definition of Categories:

NOTEWORTHY: Doaorving of recognition for performance in
this area.

SATISFACTORY: Porformanco in similar to that of a majority
of teachers in this type of teaching position.

IMPROVEMENT (

tILEDED: Self Explanatory.

If an area is not applicable for a specific teacher leave blank.

1.- General Appearance of the Room

a. Creative arrangement of classroom furnishings
.

b. Effective housekeeping habits
c. Bulletin Boards attractive

d. Teacher adjusts the phys &cal features of the room to

provide healthful and attractive environment

Comments:

2. Sillauumkjiumemerit

a. Teacher is fair and impartial

b. Pupils are happy and,cheerful at work and play . OOO O

c. Pupils are met in a friendly and sympathetic manner.....

d. Pupils exhibit an attitude of mutual respect and

tolerance 666666', OOO 66

e.'Pupils'and teacher share the enjoyment of humorous_,

situations
tir« , ..

(..Teacher is calm, poised and selfcontrolled O -
g. Presence of adequate and accurate record of pupil

'accomplishment and weakness.

h. Teacher records of pupils reveal growth

, I.. Pupils are orderly and businesslike in school room;

show pride in achievement; cooperate in group

activities.... Oa
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oe ruFL8 ant tetcner together., ov,..10 stardard of conduct

c. Pupils raise hand 12,:r permiscion to sot;vk.....

d. Teacher :in nblo t^ w.:.!hout

Comments:

6. Diroctily Stulj

F-

T.. ichcr r.lows reapoct, fc,r pupils' opinion and

h. Teacher demonstrates inItiati3 and dap%ability in

adji:ting prodetermi rinns to circunot,ince-s and

A.

c. Through teac'aor-idit and diagnosis of.

'aterests and RIAU.' 1. arc' (C. -,-_,eat end future needs,

pupils and terchers-v-:t. -.,propriete goals

d. Programs and t...3c!isl*..1: 5-u,A n- r-.6ult, in active

°p..7,rticipetion of -pv-i17 ,.

e. Teacher helps pupils to analy7 study habits and to

devise and use more'efficient study methods

f. Pupils demonstrate ability to find and use materials

related ta,thc.i.r problems ..

g. Toacher shows adaptability :-srld broad undeitstanding of

techniques in his proscntation of new materials.

h. Pupils particirte "nd cooperate ns lenders, partners a

followrs in tho development of activities in rni out

the class

i. 1;1:1 idapils are 12,rouped for instru-tion an the basis of

inferm7ition the teacher Le- rhout them

i ,her erfceurnes the interests of individual pupils...

Commnic:

7. Review 4af Previous ror

a. Definto -1-Ao review and

recall cf haric 1 Lhtsl variety of f

activitieo ..... o-

b. Brief review of p-v o'l

c. Zffoctivc unr of rshq:i,,-)

COMments:

8. Difficulty of Lesson'

a. Materiels and techniques iro adapted to meet individual

differences

4 , 141
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.
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...

1

1.
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ammentv.

I have read the above evaluation report on (Dote)

Signed"' .(Teacher)
0

I hgve reviaWeved the above evaluation report with,p. (Teach6r)
on (pate) a ti

Signed (Principal)

Superintendent Approved 7/73
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APPENDIX A

January 23, 1974 "

In order to assist the evaluation committee would, you please answer,the following
questions.

4

Please be specific with your answers. No need to sign your name.
Return these foims to your.build'ing representathie, 'Jackie Boyd or Mary Jane
Larson 1py the cldse of school on Friday, January 25, 1974. Thank you for
your cooperation.

I .' To define teacher evaluation. What is it?

14

II. What is to be evaluated? Teacher performance, pupil performance, tiacher
leaining,- pupil learning, teacher instruction, etc. ?

Who and how many, to to evaluate? Principal, Department (lead,
"Advisor", coi-workers, student polls.

IV. Should we evaluate a teacher's performance or lesson content and
delivery?

V. Should the te'acher be viewed as a human. being or a "professional?"

VI. What purpose should the evaluation serve?

VII. Additional comments:
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APFLN DIX A

ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATION
Classroom Observation Reports

411'3,3

1. Rationale
Observation of classroom behavior is an intergral part of any evaluation process. The

Observer must bear in mind that analysis procedure of classroom interactiOn is basically
to help an individual develop and control his teaching behavior and to discover how to
explain the chain of events which occur in the classroom.

2. Schedule of Cbserva on
To satisfy mostUrpoSes, each teacher should be observed in the classroom environment

several times annually at different times of the day or in varying types of instruction.

Such observations can be a mixture of observation- procedures and may be made by appointment

or not.
Observation of teachers should be carefully_s aced over time to old the best a rai-

sed res e.1111111 1011=1M,
. .

The goals f9r observations will be:
a minimum of (1) per Tenure Teacher
b minimum of (3) per new and nonTenure Teacher
c All teacher& will be observed at least once by December 1.
d Second observation will be completed by February 1.
e Third observation will be completed by May 1.

p

3. Prerequisites to Good Observation .

Some purpose needs to to identified. A person does not just observe; he observes frrr

something: He does not just look; he looks for something specific.
The more specifically one identifies what he is looking for, and the more systemr.tl

cally he plans for observation, _the more likely it is that he will know something following

the observation. .A.

What is observed needs to be subject to checks and controls, in order that some
determination can be made of the validity reliability, and precision of the observatione

4. Observation Techniques
The observers' mental set during observation is quite important. Otherwise he cannot

interpret gesture's, expressions, etc. This means that he must know something about the

context within .which he is observing, and implies that he should:

a Discuss the situation which he will observe with the teacher prior to observing;

b Confer with the teacher following the observation to check his own understanding of th

context; and
l,

c) 'Develop his own understanding of the impact of contexts on both students and teachers.

HeCause an observer is usually responsible for knowing something about the situations
context; the interaction among people, and individual behavior, he should attempt to'imp

crease reliability of observation by:
a Adequately defining what is to be observed;

b Examining his own background and experience to determine whether it might be distortir,
1

his perception;

d IComparing observations with others to help establish and maintain reliability.
Establishing categories which assist in recording behavior; and

5. Guide lines
All new teachers should be oriented to the total procedure used, as wall .as the forme

and reports that will be used.
The observation reports will be in narrative form using the following outline as

(merely) a guide:
a _General Appearance of the Room
b Classroom Management
.c Tupil Motivation ,

d Awareness by the children of purpose and specific objectives of the lesson

a Discipline 144
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Directing Study
Review of Precious Lesson
Difficulty of Lesson
Dulmination of Lesson
Explanation-of Homework assignments (if given)

Plenbook
General Comments

4117.3

Provisions will be made on all observation reports for' a space for the teacher to sign

that he has r+ ead the report.

Teachers.will be given an opportunity to make comments on the observation report. .

These may be either oral or written. If written, Form # 411.3 is to be used and attached

to the observation report.

Copies of all formal observation roports and any comments are to be sent to the

Superintendent's office by the scheduled date.

.1_ 4 5
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APPENDIX if

INDIVTbUAL TEACHER SUPERVISION OPINIONNAIRE

On the following pages are some statements that express an
opinion about teacher supervision. Although some statements
may seem similar, each has its own meaning. Each item
Should be considered separately.

Read each statement carefully. In terms of your belief and,
experience, rate each pf the following statements:

Draw 4 circle around one of' the five letters that represents
your opinion.

Form A

r

A - Strongly agree

B - Agree

C - Disagree

D - Strongly disagree

E - No opinion

14t
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1. The real purpose of supervision is to
improve the instruction in the classroom.

2. As a teacher, my experience with supervision
.,, has been pleasant.

Most teachers complain about supervision

Teachers actually make the-best supervisors.

. Formal evaluation is separate and
distinct from. supervision.

My experience indicates that supervision' is
a waste of time.

C D E

A B C D E

A B C D E

A B C D E

A B C D E

A supervisor should help a teacher to
. increase his perception of his own teaching. A B C D E

Supervision is a threatening experience. A B C D E

Teachers try to improve themsellYes in
the classroom. ABCDE
Dect-sion-sto use new ideas or techniques
are usually those of the teacher. A- B C D

A teacher should be encouraged to place
his own value judgment on "his performahce.

fl

14
fr'

A B C 'E



12. My supervisor tends to talk down,to me.

13. Teacher's perceptions of their own task's and
functions are of more value to them than .that
of their supervisor's.

.14. Supervisors should have 'more patience,5when
dealing with teachers.

15.* Unless a teacher wants ttio improve,
of supervision can be useful.

no amount
A

16. My supervisor tends to counsel me. 4, A

17. After being supervised, I have been challenged

A
to improve by.teaching, A

18. Every school system, large or small, needs is
formalized procedure for 'the supervision of
the teaching processes.

19 The authoritarian judgmental type of
supervision inhibits the improvement
of instruction.

C D E

B C D E

B C D E

DB C DE

B C

B C

A B C D E

AB
20. My supervisor tends to deal with me as

an equal. A

21. The role of the supervisor is to analyze
specific teacher performances and strive
to imp e teacher weaknesses.

14o

A BC D
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22.

23.

ENO

The evaluation4of teacher perfOrmance is 'the
.same as supervision. B C D E

Most- teachers feel threatened by their
supervisor. A B C D E

I

The, role of a supervisor should be
clarified., A B C D E

The proces's of being supervised is an
invaluable experience tor me. A B C D E

The role of the supervisor is to help
increase the teacher's freedom to act
self-sufficiently in the 'classroom. A B C D E

I feel threatened by my supervisor. A B C' D E

The teacher should make decisions about
changes in classroom teaching-learning
procedures.

Supervision is basically a form of
teacher harassment.

The supervisor's role is' to secure the
D Ecommitment of the teacher - not to coerce.

A B C D E

A B. C D E

149
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APPENDIX B

INDIVIDUALTEACHER'SUPERVISION OPINIONNAIRE

On the following pages are some statements that express an
opinion'about teacher supervision. Although some statements
may seemisimilar, each has its own meaning. Each item
should be considered separately.

Read each statement carefully. In terms of your belief and
experience, rate each of the following statements.

Draw a circle around one of the five letter that represents
your opinion.

bra B.

A STRONGLY AGREE

AGREE

DISAGREE

D STRONGLY DISAGREE

E NO OPINION

1 5
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1. -The-teacher should make decisions about
changes in clabsroom teacher-learning
procedures.

3.

Most teachers feel threatened by their
supervisor.

Every school system, large or small,
needs A formalized procedure for the
supervision of the teaching processes,.

..!0"

My auperAscir tends to counsel me.

Moat teachers complain aboUt supervision..

6. Teacher try to improve themselves in.
the classroom.

7. The role of the supervisor should be

N
Ni;74.1

8.

10.

Unless a teacher wants ta improve, no
amount of superviateih oAn bo lutofnl.

The role of a supervisor is to analyze
specific teacher performances andetrive
to improve teacher weaknesses.

The real purpogs _cd. superiision is to
inprove,the instruction in the classroom.

no
cd

f-23

M)P4ao
0
Fi

a
Da

43
A
4'4

Crl
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0

0

B C D E

C D E

A

B

B C D

C 16

A C D E

B C

A B C D E

11. Formal evaluation is separate and distinct
from enporvision. A B C D E



12. After being supervised, I have beeri
challenged to improve py teaching. A

13. The supervisor's role is ta secure the
commitment of the teacher not to coerce. A B.

. The authoritarian judgMental type of
'supervision inhibits the improvcomant Cf
instruction. . A

C

C

D E

, As a teacher, my experience'with super-
vision has been pleasant. A B .Co D E

16. Mk supervisor tends to talk down to me. A

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Supervision is basically a form of
oacher harassment. C D

G.

MY experience indicates that superVision
is a xaste of time. LB C D E

Teacher's perceptions of their tasks
and functions are of more value to them than
that of their aupeivisora. A B C

0

D E

The evaluation, of teacher performance is
the same as supervision. A B C D E

Teachers actually make'the best atipervisora. A .B C
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22. My supervisor tends to deal with,me as
an equal.

23. The process of being supervised is an
invaluable experience for me.

24. Supervision is a throatening
experience.

25. The role of the supervisor is to help
increase the teaoherts freedom to sot
self-sufficiently in the classroom.

26. Supervisors should have more_patience
when dealing with teachers.

0
0

D E

A BCD
B C

A

A BCD
27. A teacher should be encouraged to place

his own value judgment on his performance.' A B C D E

28. A supervisor should help A teacher to A B C D
Increase his perception of his own teaching.

29. Decisions to use new ideas or techniques
are usual' those of the teacher. A B C D

30, I feel threatened by my supervisor. A B C D
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TEACHING AS ESTABLISHED BEHAVIOR

Did you ever ask yourself how do people learn to be teachers? Unlike

most professions, we learn to be teachers by imitating examples of teachers

from our own education. Our parents were our first teachers. They taught

us right from wrong, how to dress, what foods to eat, etc. We picked up

these teaching styles and began, imitating and practicing them on our

younger brothers,and sisters. Thus, our teaching behavior began to be

formed. At about the age of five, mosi.began our formal education,

and continued until we were twenty -one or twenty-two. Some of us

continued our educa-tion beyond that,.still learning from other teachers in

graduate school; so we might have been twenty-six or so before we completed

the..education we felt necessary in order to teacH% All together, we spent

twenty years in school, during which time we learned informally what the

models' of teaching are. We learn what a teacher is, in about the same way

as we learn how to be a parent. That is, we pick it up by living; by being

in it six hours a day, for one hundred and eighty days a year, for twenty

years. As a result, when the teacher comes to the professional portion of

his education, that portion that is specifically designed to give him a push

that will make him a teacher, he gets about thirty credits of professional

education (of which six or eight are generally student teaching). How much

chance does one have of changing one's child Tearing habits through thirty

hours of collegiate instruction? Continuing this thought to our professional

-1-
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teaching, how Much change do y-ou think your principal or supervisor can

,Make in how you treat children, with his one or two yearly visits to your

classroom? I submit that it would be the rare occasion, rather than the

rule, that classroom instruction would be improved through this traditional

form of supervision.

V' /hat is needed is a different form of supervision,i One tnat will

provide,t,,r systematic, in-class assistance for teachers civet a sustained

pt.ric),! of time. One that will approach the improvement of instruction

$ in a truly pi'ofessional manner, and will take place between two

prOfessionais (teacher and principal), each of which having equa':

vis-a-vis. the other, and each having some personal investment in 'Ale

planning of new teaching strategies. One that will be devoid of e';n.lu,ii.Lon.

(as much as possible), and based upon mutual trust. It is believed Clinical

Supervision can be that fofm of supervision. It can, by creating.

special environment, provide the necessary input that can help teachers

replace the sae and comfortable way of teaching we know so well (only

where desirable, and decided upon jointly), with new and untried patterns

of behavior.

We need no economist to tell us that the preparation and employment

of enough clinical supervisors to make a real difference in teaching and

learning in our schools is bound to be costly.

But, could anything be as expensive and wasteful as the ineffective

supervi ,ion now being practiced in our schools, resulting in the ineffective

teaching so many schools are now paying for?

-2-
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WHAT DOES CLINICAL SUPERVISION MEAN?

The term "Clinic-al Supervision" was chosen by Dr. Morris Cogan to

describe a particular method of carrying out supervision in the classroom.

The word "Clinical" has been in wide use and has some previously

established connotations, with many allusions to sickbeds, hospitals

and mortal illness. Dr. Cogan chose the word Clinical specifically to

denote dependence on -direct observation. (According to Webster's Third

New International Dictionary). The dictionary further supported arguments for

the appropriateness of the word Clinical by referring to "the presentation,

analysis and treatment of actual cases and concrete problems in some special

field." In brief, the word Clinical was chosen to draw attention to the

emphasis placed on classroom observation, analysis of in-class events, and

the focus on teacher's and student's in-class behavior.

According to Dr. Cogan, the following are some of the basic values and

rationales for Clinical Supervision:

A. Respect for the teacher as a human being is the first principle

of Clinical Supervision.

B. The supervisor's role is to secure the commitment of the teacher

not to coerce. Decisiors to use new ideas or techniques are

the teacher's.

C. The supervisor's role is to help increase the teacher's freedom

to act self-sufficiently in the classroom.

D. clinical Supervision is primarily concerned with the teaching act,

with the improvement of instruction as its ultimate objective.

-3- lr01.



E. The supervisor bases his practice first of all upon objective

data about classroom interaction, drawing interpretations,

assumptions and hypotheses from this data.

F. All individuals are idiosyncratic in terms of individual likes

and dislikes. The supervisor is no,exception. 'Therefore, he

must present what he sees and hears-to the teacher. The

teacher makes decisions about changes in classroom teaching-

Inarninq procedures, not the supervisor.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF CLINICAL SUPERVISION?

The purpose of Clinical Supervision is the improvement of

instruction through help to the teacher.

Some specific ways that supervisors can give this assistance are:

A. Helping the teacher to expand his perception 61 his own teaching

so that he may find his own strengths and weaknesses

more readily.

B. Helping the teacher to scientifically view his own teaching so

that his outward teaching behaviors are synchronized with his

own inward intent. (Helping the teacher to reach-his own

objectives more effectively.)

C. Helping the teacher to solve whatever classroom problems he

wants to solve.

Help given by supervisors is sometimes intended as a catalyst for

changes in teaching behaviors. It is not amateur psychology.



HOW IS IT DONE?

A Clinical Supervision Cycle may be performed with a teadher who

is giving the lesson, and one other,person who is observing. This other

person may he:

A) A-Teacher or

B) A Principal or

C) A Vice Principal or

0) A Chairman

In addition, a Clinical Supervision Cycle may be performed with a

teacher, and, a supervisory team. This team may include:

A) Teachers or

B) Administrators or

C) Chairmen or

D) Teachers and Administrators or

E) Administrators and Chairmen or

F) - leachers and Chairmen.

The supervisory team should be limited to five persons.

It is obvious that each arrangement has both strengths and weaknesses.

The following is a brief description of each:

THE TEACHER SUPERVISOR ARRANGEMENT

Strengths:

A)- Only one person is in the classroom observing the teacher.

B) A good arrangement to begin introducing teachers to Clinical

Supervision for the first or second time.

-5-
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C) In the event that all members of a team cannot be released at

the same time, Clinical Supervision can still take place.

Weaknesses:

A) The data collected from the lesson may be incomplete..

B) The data collected from the lesson mayIie idiosyncratic in nature.

C) The person running the Analysis Session tends to be less careful

with his choice of words and/or strategies because no one is

rF observing him.

ID) There can be no Strategy Session.

E) There can be no Post-Analysis Session.

As a result, the person running the cycl does not have the

opportunity to further develop his skills in conductin a cycle.

THE TEACHER AND A SUPERVISORY TEAM

Strengths:

A) The data collected tends to be more complete and objective.

B) During the Strategy Session, many more teaching patterns are

discussed by the team.

C) The strategy for the Analysis Session tends to be better

organized.

D) A Post-Analysis Session can be conducted.

Weaknesses:

I) It sometimes becomes difficult to free five people at the same time.

B) Many more individuals in the classroom observing at the same time.



0

It is not desirable to always be the supervisor, since_one must be

supervised to understand how it feels, and to stay sensitive to those feelings.

In that line of th,ought, a great deal could be accomplished toward defveloping

good working relationship and mutual trust with teachers, if principals and

chairmen gave the lesson once in a while, and had the teachers observe them.

In order for a system of Clinical Supervision to grow and prosper within

,jivon school, a number of very important things musk first take place:

A) The principal must understand how Clinical Supervision works,

and must actively support it.

B) Teachers should Want to improve their instruction.

C)' Teachers should believe in the Clinic& process.

I)) The principal must create and encourage a school atmosphere

where teachers would be willing to cover for other teachers

involved in a cycle.

The results of Clinical Supervision Cycles should periodically be

discussed at faculty' meetings.

I') Clinical interdisciplinary teams should be formed and remain

active.

ANXIETY AND SUPERVISION

In the Unitivi States, being a success in what you do for a living is very

important. For most teachers, imbedded in the work ethic of our civilization,

the possibility that you might be a failure ( very, very destructive. It is more

destructive for men that it is for women. If you are going to work With teachers,
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you need to understand that you may be hurting them or rewarding them, but

the hurt is always the greater possibility. When you walk into the class-room,

you are going to generate anxiety within the teacher. This generation of

ilnxiety is a direct result 'of the lethal possibilitis (especially if you are the .

prinCipal or vice-principal) that ride with you: poor evaluation, loss of a job,

loss of an increment, low merit rating (af such a system exists), loss of a"

tr,-)nsfer to a school the teacher wants to go to, loss of pride etc. Consequently,

:supervision takes place under an enormous increment 'of anxiety. That anxiety

tends, to be above the level of useful. learning (in order to learn, a safe level

of anxiety mUst exist). The result is ,that teachers develop ways of dealing

with that anxiety. That is, they develop strategies for dealing with

supervisors (being somewhat of an unknown or unpredictable). They may

,show a film, give a test, turn the lesson over to the supervisor, give a

specialty prepared lesson designed for such an occasion,etc. The teacher
.4

tries to give the supervisor what he wants; he becomed docile, imitative,

and tries to read the supervisor's mind. All of these things develop' anxieties

that work against any possible productive relationship.

A Clinical Supervisor's strategy is not to go into the clasrodm until

he hyas established a relationship and an understanding with the teacher, that

helps the teacher to contain that anxiety within a useful dimension. That is,

where his anxiety tends to motivate him to Change his behavior.

1 6 (5,
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THE CYCLE OF CLINICAL SUPERVISION

Phase I. Establishing the teacher-supervision relationship

Thefirst phase of Clinical Supervision is the period in which the

supervisor:

A) Establishes the clinicarrelationship between himself and

the teacher;.'

F3)' Helps the- teacher achieve some general understandings about

Glinicar supervision and a perspective on its sequences;

C) Begins to induct the teacher into his new role and functions

oin supervision. These first phase operations are generally

well advanced before the supervisor or team enters the

teacher's classroom to observe his teaching.
fl

Phase 2 Planning with the teacher .&

The teacher and supervisor plan a lesson, or a series of lessons

together'. Sp'ecific objectives for each lesson are discussed. The objectives

should be fairly limited in scope and desilgned to be completed generally

withirr a short period of time (from, part Of a class period to a school day).

Strategies for accomplishing:these goals are discussed, with the teacher

contributing a major poiiitan:,'Whenever the teacher is ready, goals should be

iroken down into what the students will learn "(content goals), and poss)bly

more important, how they will learn kprdcess goals); Attitudihal.goals may

also'be explored. Plans commonly include specification of outcomes,

anticipated problems 'of instruction and provisions for feedback and evaluation.,



A

Consequences of planning with the teacher
I

- The supervisor is accepting part of the responsibility for the lesson.

He can no longer say 'r your lesson was a bad one:' He must say, "Our

lesson was bad." The proper way to approach a good or bad lesson is to

detach it from both individuals, and examine it in a neutral framework.

Thus, "the lesson was bad." A potential danger may exist in the planning

phase for the supervisor. He might lose some of his objectivity in analyzing

the lesson because part of that lesdon was his. The Clinical superviSor must

be disciplined not to make too big a contribution when planning with the

teacher, because the plan bectcries h 'is, the teacher does it,' °and nothing

could be worse...,

D.

lr Establishing a history of success with relationship planning phase is

of patambunt importance. Major changes will come later. Don't try to do too

much The fir'st or second time around. Move into clinical supervision

gradually, not overnight.

Phase 3. Pre-observation Session

If 't planning phase has previously been completed, and only one

supervisor is involved, the Pre-observation will not be necessary. However, if a

team is involved in the Cycle (and have not taken part in the planning session),

then a Pre-observation session will be necessary. TheNpurpose of the

Pre-observation session-4-s fo inform the observers what they will see when

they enter the classroom. More specifically, the intent of the lesson and

th strategies that will be used to reach the objectives of the lesson.

a
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If the teacher has filled Out the pre-observation workshe,et (see appendix),

or has a prepared lesson plan available; it becomes the basis for the

discussion. Remember, the supervisor or team is providing the teacher with

a service. They should always volunteer to clarify any activity for the

teacher. For example: the teacher might want to know if she is spending an

equal amount of time with each student, or if he is turning kids off by the way

he is responding to them. If the teacher makes a special request like this,

its imperative that he be provided with this data, although it might limit

the collection of other forms of data.

Phase 4. The Classroom Observation

If a team is involved, they should meet before going into the classroom

(for five minutes) and deci%e who is going to do what. Who will collect data

from the teacher (if an informal lesson is planned), who will ask what questions

of the studeAts,. who will collect data on the teacher's request, etc. Unless

this is done, duplication of efforts might result. The individual or team should

arrive in theclatsrOom before the students enter, and stay for the entire period.

'now else can they colpprehend the totality of the lesson? The recording

instruments are us d ttir gi s ter d4 rectly observable actions and interactions

pupils and teacher. eca . n,.g instruments might vary from a video tape

recorder, to a tape recorder,'-td'-ordina y pencil and paper. When pencil and

paper are used, the verbatim

bulk, of the data. 'Leaving the rpom at the end of the les n can cause problems

later, if not done correctly. Wh n you pass the teacher ono/bur way out, you

-------
ords of pupils and the, teacher often make up the

1.6G
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usually feel that you must say something. If you say "good lesson or nice

job," you have affected the analysis session in some way. The teacher will

probably be expecting mostly positive (strokes) remarks, and may be 'unprepared

to examine possible weaknesses. If on the other hand you say, "I'll see you

later, " or "We'll meet in room 212 at 1:00 o'clock," you will probably raise

the anxiety level in the teacher to such a high level, as to make the Analysis

sessionktonproductive. The best technique to use in leaving the classroom after

the lesson is to simply say "thank you," of have a previous.agreertient with the

teacher that you will not say anything prior to the Analysis session.

Phase 5. The Strategy Session

The Strategy session is the planning and preparation for the Analysis session.

The supervisor and/or team return to a quiet place to organize the data they

collected. There is no set format for proceeding, but one suggestion would be to

first identify specific teaching patterns, and then identify the data that will

substantiate these patterns.. For example', one teaching pattern may' be teacher

repeating the student's answers. The data to substantiate this pattern might be:

1) Teacher Sally, what is an adjective used for?

Sally An adjective modifies a noun or pronoun.

Teacher Correct, an adjective modifies a noun or pronoun.

2) Teacher Bill, what is a noun?

Bill A noun is the name of a person, place or ding.

Teacher Good, a noun is the name of a person, place or thing, etc.



After all the-teaching patterns are discussed (if a team is involved) and

iciontilied, the person running the Analysis session must organize these patterns..

If a team is involved, he has some obligation to use some of the patterns

identified. However, he has a far greater obligation to the teacher. Therefore,

one should never be so closely tied to one's data that he couldn't roll with

the conversation during the Analysis session.

The importance given to laying out patterns is based on the educational

belief that patterns, repeated verbal and nonverbal teaching behaviors, have a

much greater effect on pupils' learning than occasional, isolated teacher inputs.

Phase 6. The Analysis-Sessign (analysis of instruction)

The teacher and supervisor meet to analyze the lesson. The supervisor

should prepare for the analysis as the teacher would prepare for a special

lesson. During the analysis session, only the supervisor and the teacher

will engage in analyzing the lesson. If a team is involved,they will be

observing and gathering data on how the supervisor-conducted the Analysis

session. This data will be reflected in the Post Analysis session later.
I

There is no set way to proceed in the Analysis session. The supervisor will

usually lay out a pattern, and proceed by-discussing it with the teacher. The

discussion may shift to different topics, or a new pattern may be laid out when

the original discussion runs its course. Here is an example:

Supervisor: What pattern do you see in these sentences you spoke in

class at various points in the lesson?

"Give me one use'lof a number line."

"Who can tell me which of the numbers are even?"

1Ge,
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"Show me how you can solve this problem."

"Do this homework to show me that you Understand."

Teacher: I seem to be directing their activities toward me-.

Supervisor: Do -you think that's in line with your objective?

Teacher: I don't think so, because I want them to be more self-

reliant and not working for the purpose of showing me

wnat they can do.

Supervisor: At one point you said, "Whos a different solution?"

What do you see in that statement?

Teacher: Well, that's more what I wanted. It was a more open

question to begin with and I am removing the idea of

the pupils telling me as the motivation for their activities.

and so forth

Strengths and/or weaknepses are explored. The session should not be

one-sided or hurtful to the teacher in any way. It is supposed to be helpful and

generally positive.

It is not the function of the conference to make an indepth analysis of

what happened in the classroom, because no teacher is able to comprehend all

the complexities of a full analysis. It is also not the function to review the

lesson. It is generally a good strategy to fociis in on the pupil'S behavior.

At some point the teacher might say: "That worked well, how about if I tried

to do the same thing or improve it tomorrow." Whenever a teacher identifies

something that he would like to try, cut the analysis session, and prepare

16!)
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to move back to the planning stage, If the session ends with e teacher

identifying something he would like to try out, offer the teacher=the conference

worksheet (see appendix). The teacher might find this to be a useful tool in

4,

identifying strengths or weaknesses he experienced. This worksheet is for

him, and not for anyone else. It should not be part of any record of the

conference. For that matter, it would be an excellent gesture to offer the teacher

all of the notes, data, paper, etc., everyone has in their possession at the end

of the analysis session., This will help reduce the teacher's anxiety about

some kind of record of the lesson going into his fild. All individuals involved

in Clinical Supervision must bend over backwards to keep Clinical Supervision

and evaluation as separate and distinct entities.

Note: A supervisor or anyone running the Analysis session makes no

criticisms. He never says, "You should have " or, "Why didn't you...."

Any individual who says such things is not using Clinical Supervision.

Phase 7. The Post-Analysis Session (Analysis of the Supervisor)

The Post Analysis session can only take place if a supervising team

was involved. During this session, the supervisor has the opportunity to improve

fi

his skills in conducting clinical cycles. The teacher as well as the team attend

this session. The role of the teacher is to shed some light on how the supervisor

made him feel during'the Analysis session. The person running the Post-Analysis

session will lay out a pattern, and proceed by discussing it with the supervisor.

During this session, the supervisor should not be criticized, or told, "you should

have done this," or "why didn't you do ---." The supervisor grows through

170
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discovering the opportunities he missed during the Analysis session, the

effect his words had on the teacher, and by seeing more closely his own

idiosyncrasies, strengths and weaknesses.

Phase 8. Renewed Planning

The value of Clinical Supervision is helping the teacher see his own

strengths and weaknesses. If the cycle was productive at all, the teacher

will walk away with something he would life to try out; At thi point the

teacher and supervisor plan another lesson to enhance a particular strength or

'eliminate a particular weakness. The resumption of planning also marks the

resumption of the sequences of the cycle.

Phases of the cycle may be condensed or combined after individuals

have had ample experience with Clinical Supervision. However, if this

condensation occurs too early in the training period, Clinical Supervision

will deteriorate beyond recognition and become ineffective.

CLINICAL SUPERVISION AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO EVALUATION

Evaluation is inevitable and necessary to all organizations concerned with

growth. HoLrver, if the person who evaluates and supervises is one and the

same, some part of the relationship between the teacher and supervisor is

destroyed. The teacher's anxiety is raised, and he finds it more difficult to

view himself as an equal in the relationship. On the other hand, if a teacher

must be evaluated it would seem probable that he would prefer to be evaluated

by the Clinical Supervisor because he at least doesn't come in once, walk away

and write an evaluation. If the teacher has to run that horrible risk that someone



will come into his room and watch him for half an hour, instead of making

a sequente of visits, he would rather be evaluated by a clinical supervisor

who knows him well, who he understands, and with w has a relationship.

The teacher who can depend upon the Clinical S sor's understanding,

relationships, etc. will very often prefer to be e a uated by that kind of

person. However, it will interfere with the trust relatiopship to some degree.
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APPENDIX

ContentS:

A. Cycle of Supervision a form used to organize the cycle. The

principal and every member of the team gets a copy. At the
bottom (under note), the names of teachers covering for other
teachers are recorded.

B. Preobservation Work Sheet (2 sheets) This includes a short
statement on Clinical Supervision, and work sheet that
should be completed by the teacher prior to the Preobservation.

G. Analysis Work Sheet (2 sheets) This include,s a short description
on the importance of identifying strengths and weaknesses and a
helpful work sheet for the teacher's use only.



Appendix A

TEAM:

CYCLE OF SUPERVISION.

SCHEDULE:

Stage
,

----Fre-Observation

Observation

Data ordering and Strategy

Analysis

Post-Analysis

NOTE:

171.
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TO:

Teacher

Analyst and Strategist

Data Gatherer, Strategy Planner,
Post Analysis Participant

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Time/Date Place

(Person in charge of cycle)

Date



Appendix B

A STATEMENT ON CLINICAL SUPERVISION:

The process of Clinical Supervision assumes that whatever a teacher says or

does when working with children has inherent strengths and weaknesses. During

the analysis session, therefore, the teacher, when presented with data on the I

le,,sson, should react with both possibilities in mind. Since examination of data

frequently requires profound thought, he should not feel rushed to respond with

the first thing that carries to mind. He should be encouraged to take-the time to

formulate his thoughts, even to think "out loud" should he wish to.

Theoretically, ckinical Supervision can be conducted by a single supervisor.

The value of a team observation is that it tends to minimize the individual idiosyn-

crasies which can easily characterize the "one-on-one" situation. The analyst

handles data collected and ordered by more than him alone. Although during the

actual analysis session, he must at times decide whether or not to use certain

Items of data. The initial decisions are collective ones. The analyst of course,

looks at data in terms of his own perceptions. What he must avoid is imposing

those perceptions on the teacher.

After a teacher has spoken to the strengths of a particular action, the analyst

may choose to tell'him that the observing team saw it in like manner. This is to be

done, however, only after the teacher has reached his conclusions independently.

Frequently, a teacher seems preoccupied with approaching data solely from a

negative viewpoint. He may need to be reminded at times of the basic assumption

noted above.



Another assumption integral to the clinical process is that the level of

perception of a learnernot that of the teacher--determines the real learning

which will occur and that such learnings cannot be frUitfully imposed.

What happens if the teacher does not see weaknesses in the data? If,

in the judgment of the analyst, the matter is a minor one, it is dropped. If,

on the other hand,- he perceives serious inplications in the data, he may pursue

it further through a series Of questions, or by bringing in additional data. If

the teacher still fails to perceive the weakness, the matter is dropped.

0
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1. ,Teacher

PRE-OBSERVATION DATA SHEET*.

2, Date of Observation

3. Type of 'Leson (Describe briefly below:)

4. Objectives:

A. Content

B. Process

C. Other

5. Teacher Request(s) of Observing Team

*To be completed by teacher prior to Pre-Observation Phase.

0



Appendix C

1,

CONFERENCE WORK SHEET A PLAN OF ACTION

The main purpose of clinical supervision is to help the teacher improve his .

instruction. This is accomplished by identifying certain teaching patterns inherent

in every lesson, and presenting these patterns to the teacher for his examination.

Some'patterns might contain certain strengths, that need to be reinforced and built

upon. Other patterns might contain certain weaknesses that need additional exarnina-
>.

tion, and in time, might be eliminated-. If clinical supervision is to achieve its

major goal, the simple act of identifying strengths and weaknesses is not enough.

We (we refers to a joint effort between two or more teachers, or-a teacher and a

supervisor) need to plan a course of action to accentuate the strengths, and eliminate

the weaknesses. Only if we plan for the future, can-the teaching act be improved.

Teacher's Name r. Date ,1

As a result of this cliniczo cyCie, what strengths were yo able to identify?

1)
z

2)
1111

3)

4)

What weaknesses were you able to identify that you feel warrant additional examination? I

,1)

2)
1/4

What strategies might you employ to enhance.the strengths?

-23-



What strategies might yoU employ to eliminate one weakness?

What help could your supervisor provide you With?

When do you plan to initiate any new strategies?

O



'Bellon, Jerry J, , Clinical Supervision, (amimeographed monograph). Depament
'of Curriculum ab\cl Instruction, College of Education. University of
TennesSee, Knoxville, 1971.

Cogan, Morris L. , Clinical Supervision. Houghton-Mifflin Co., Boston, Mass. 1973

Moore, James J. ,and Anthony P, Mattaliano. Clinical Supervision, A Short
Descriptioh. (a mimeographed paper). West Hartfo d Public Schools,
West Hartford, Conn. /

Mosher, Ralph L. and David . Purpel. Supervision: The Reluctant Profession.
Houghton-Mifflin C Boston, Mass. 1972.
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APPENDIX B

MOSAICS

(Multi-dimensional Observational System for the Analysis of
Interactipns in Clinical Supervision)

The analysis form used to code the interaction between

the participants during the analysis conferences held in East

Hampton is attached for informational purposes. The conference

was taped to identify and record the pedagogical moves made

during the conference. A pedagogical move is an uninterrupted

verbal utterance serving' the function of structu ing, 'soliciting,

responding , or reacting to the verbal interaction between the

participants. Five-minute segments of transcript from each tape was ,

recorded and coded.

these supervisory conferences was done using

the following giAidetiihes: (1) coding is frpm the viewpoint of the
.

obs/rver, with pedagb egiceP°Inenings, inferred from the speaker"S" .

verbal behavior, (2) grammatical,form is-ript ve in coding,
...

14.

3) ding is done in the g'eneral context -of the discussion,

interruptions in the form of "grunts" oe statements suchas "uh-huh"

do not constit to another pedagogical move if the discourse hat

not changed, ) simple sentences are scored as one unit and complex

scored by multiple units, (6) noun and adjective clausessentences are

are generally not scored unless the speaker's voice places unusual
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stress on the clause.

On the example form that follows the "A" and "T" under
a

the heading speakers, stand for analyst'and teacher respectively.

In the move category the SOL stands for soliciting, RES means

responding, REA is for reacting, STR is for structuring and RSM

is fof$summarizing. The "thought units" specifies the number

of singular thoughts contained in the interaction. The inter-

actions are numbered sequentially.

Following is an example of a MOSAICS Analysis form

The first two columns are the coding of the exact interaction between

the analyst and teacher during this five-minute segment. This

proceeds sequentially on the form' from top to bottom and from

the left column to those on the right. The third column is a

summary of all the pedagogical moves made during a five-minute

segment of the conference,

The beginning of the conference starts with the analyst
,soliciting with three thought units (uppertleft,,hand corner of the

form). The teacher responds ,with an eight thought-unit answer.

The first five interactions reveal that the analyst solicits with

some very simple thought units. In interactions six through twelve

the analyst asks more thought-provoking questionSAvhich resulted-

in complex thought units on the part of the teacher.
ii
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In interactions thirteen and fourteen the analyst begins

structuring and the teacher responds with many thought units.

Verbal interactions fifteen, sixteen and seventeen show the

analyst continuing to solicit from the 'teacher some thoughts

that attempt to make the teacher analyze her teaching procedures

or methods. The teacher begins to show some reactions in
s."

number fourteen'of the verbal interactions. This is a pos'itive

sign that demonstrates the analyst is making some improvement

towards opening up the teacher to some self-analysis techniques.

However, this does not last long because the analyst

quickly dominates the verbal interaction as shown in number

eighteen. It %Jou ld have been to the teacher's advantage if the

analyst had allowed her to continue talking and eventually begin

to make soliciting pedagogical moves.

Verbal interaction number nineteen shows the analyst

structuring in brief thought units which allow the teacher to react.

Thus the teacher may begin to perceive her own strategies during

the conference. This is one of the major outcomes of the

conference.

In verbal interaction eighteen, the analyst "structures" with

fifteen thought units. This can be too long 'for a teacher to br



I

able to recapitulate the particular situation. It would have

been more appiopriate to "seitueture" With fewer units. The

teacher "reacts" with seven thought units indicating some

dilemma on the part of the teacher to react effectively and

perceptually.

Verbal interaction nineteen shows that the analyst

verbalizes three thought units and the teacher responds with

nine units. This analyst has the potential of developing into

a proficient clinical analyst due to the fact that the teacher in

this conference is beginning to shift from "responding moves"

into "reacting moves." However, more needs to be done by the

''- analyst to make the teacher talk and feel more comfortable at the

start of the conference.

The analyst may need to build better human relations with

the teachers. The feeling of trust will improve the verbal partici-

pation of the teachers as they engage in dialogue with the analyst

in the conference. The results of this improvement would enable

the clinical supervision cycle to become more effective and

productive.

In this situation as in all clinical situations where tapes were

collected, this complete 08AICS form was given to the e`hc.yst

and discussed with one of the lacti,cum grcipp who has developed

someeexpertise with this technique.
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Through ous discussions of this typ , unulysts can overcome

weaknesses in their pre-sen of patterns ide tined during

the cycle and assist the teachers to bet perceive their own

strengths and wepknesses.

In summary, there wore nineteen verbul interac ns with

the analyst making iigfity-three thought units and the teach

verbalizing with one hundred fifty-three units. The teacher

does verbalize almost 100'Y more than the analyst.

18
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Si)
RES

SOL
RES

SOLI
RES

A SOI,

A SOL

T RES

RES

A sui,
T RES

A SOL
T RES

A SOL-

T RES

A SOL

RES

0

/ u, 12.

i 13

H

/////9
///

//,/

1)

16

17

18

19

f.

A

T

A SOL
T RES

A STR
T PEA

A Jlt
11 11,

A SoI

A

A

A

T

SO!.
RES

STR

RCA

STR
RLA

15''

6

/ //

Analyst

Teacher

Move Units

STR A 3 30
T 0

Total 0
3 30

SOL A 16 50
T U 0

Total 16 50

RES A 0 0

T 16 121
Total 16 121

REA A 1

T 3 35
Total 1 38

RSM A 0
T 0 0

Total 0

Totals A 20 03
T 239

Verbal
Interactions 19
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APPENDIX

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

THE EAST HAMPTON Board of Education operates the school system

in accordance with State Laws.

THE FUNDAMENTAL PURPOSE of our school system is to develop
competency in the fundamental tools of learning, commonly called

the three R's, that each child may have the ability to think critically
and to act responsibly, and to effectively communicate ide.as. It is
equally important to develop appreciation of the arts and the desire
and ability for creative expression through various media, and to

develop the knowledge, skills, and understandings essential to
earning a living.

THE SCHOOL SYSTEM recognizes the need to develop respect and
understanding of others, with the ability to live well with them, and

to develop moral and ethical values in all children.

IT IS NECESSARY, in addition, to develop an ab'ility to copy with the
complicated economic and scientific aspects of our modern world,

not neglecting the importance of an understanding of Ind respect for,

our American heritage in developing appreciation of the duties, res-
ponsibilities, and privileges of citizenship.

FURTHER EMPHASIS is given to the need to maintain physical and
emotional health, and to create an interest in continuous learning and

self-improvement. A program of extra-curricular activities will serve

to develop interests and skills in worthwhile leisure-time activities.

FULFILLMENT of these purposes requires maintaining a competent

teaching staff and adequate school facilities.

PUBLIC EDUCATION' is a service to the indiVidual and to the community.

It is concerned with the personal Worth and dignity of the individual

and with the strengthening, 'improving, and unifying the Ainerican Way of

Life. They all-inclusive pUrpose of the East Hampton school system is

the perpetuation and improvement of that American Way of Life through

achieving the fullest possible development of all individuals, mentally,
morally, physically, and emotionally. .
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APPENDIX C

EAST HAMPTON PUBLIC,SCHOOLS

GUIDE FOR RECORDING A MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVE

Principal_

Date

Management' Objective

Standards of Performance (Measurable criteria including invelverhent of oth

186



Measurements to he Applind

1.1

Performance Rating*

ss

*To be completed in April-May



APPENDIX

EAST HAMPTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Management Objective

Principal (Sample) School Junior High School

Date June 15, 1973

Management Objective

By June of this school year, to establish a procedure for evaluating and
reporting science student progress based upon cognitive and attitudinal
behavioral objectives.

Standards of Performance

The listings of objectives, both cognitive and attitudinal, will be written by
the teachers involved and completed by January 15, 1974. A report format and
completed form for each grade level will he completed by March 1, 1974. The
reports will be sent home to the parents of each child as a mid-term report
during the fourth quarter. A response sheet for parents will accompany the
report.

Ba upon the returns of the parental responses and student responses, the
report form will be finalized.

Measurements to be Applied

The degree of responses of a positive nature from both parents arid students as
well as the attainments of the set deadlines will serve as a measure of the
success of this objective.



APPENDIX C

OFFICE, OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

Directive to: Principals

From: William P. Mullin, Superinte

Re: Management by Objectives

ent

Please answsr the following questions in a concise and truthful
way as we begin Our planning for next year.

Return to me by May 1st.

1. What is your perception of Management -by- Objectives ?

2. Based upon your answer to #1, do you ascribe. to
Management-by-Objectives'?

3. What do you consider your role in 1Agnagement-by-Objectives
Process in East Hampton?
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